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ABSTRACTS 
This study looks at the use of CAL (Computer-Assisted-
Learning) for TJFL (Teaching Japanese as a Foreign Language). 
An Appropriate model of CAL is sought based on language 
teaching and learning theories. The model consists of teachers' and 
students' aspects. Core ideas of language teaching, factors of 
learning, and an educational aspect are blended into a theoretically 
ideal CAL syllabus. 
Existing course (soft) ware systems are classified based on 
this model and are examined. Suggestions for improvements and ideas 
for CAL in TJFL are presented. 
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PREFACE 
In thinking about the use of computer s in TJFL, the author 
takes the stand that computers, as they are currently constituted, 
cannot replace teachers. Computers are machines . They are tool s for 
teachers to use. 
Chapter 1 provides a theoretical framework for later 
c hapters and in particular synthesizes the way in whi ch teachers make 
up a syllabus and the way students learn. Thi s c hapter considers the 
problem of enhancing language learning and argues that l ea rn ing leads 
to acquisition through three motivating factors: logic, function and 
interaction. 
Chapt(-! t· 2 invesl igates tr·e nd s in CAL d<~s ign Lheor·y . [ t 
examines program approaches based on different views of of learning. 
Chapter 3 is for teachers who want to develop CAL . It gives 
more practical information by contrasting conventional CAL and 
communicative CAL in language teaching, and analyzing a CAL sy ll abus 
by looking at how logic, function and interaction are incorporated. 
Chapter 4 is for teachers who want to make u se of e xi s ting 
course (soft) ware for TJFL. Types of CAL are classified into three 
kinds: logical, functional and interactive . 
Chapter 5 gives suggestions fo r i mpro v i ng the existing 
sof tware ment io e d in t he ~revi0us chapt er and p r ovides more ideas for 
CAL i n TJF L. 
1.0 
language. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THEORETICAL BASES FOR CAL -- SYNTHESIS OF 
LANGUAGE TEACHING AND LEARNING THEORIES 
Introduction 
In order to learn language students must use all levels of 
Students identify phonemes, recognize separate lexical items, 
and are able to find out the syntax in relation to each word. 
Students should understand the meaning of the whole sentence, and 
perceive the idea which the speaker wants to convey using extraverbal 
s ignals such as body language and facial expressions. 
The ordering of a language teacher's syllabus' often starts 
from the lowest level of language (phonology) -- i.e., most language 
texts for beginners start with the teaching of sounds students, 
however, may in in fact be working from the top level of language to 
the bottom. They may be concerned with discourse organizatin --
establishing a topic, a goal, getting actions in the right order, 
bridging topics, concluding their action, etc. They may concentrate 
on general discourse work such as vocabulary and basic phonology but 
pay less attention to syntax. Considering the approach students take~ 
"teachers must consider all levels at once, although the focus of 
teaching may concentrate on one level at a time" (Hatch, 1985). 
1 . 1 The Way Teachers Make up a Syllabus 
- --------------
1. In this thesis "syllabus" is used in a broader sense to mean not 
only textbooks but also lesson plans and teaching techniques. 
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In order to find out the best synthesis of the way students 
learn and the way teachers make up a syllabus, we first look at the 
teacher's side -- language teaching theory. 
1 . 1 . 1 Trends in Language Teaching Theory 
When we look at language teaching, we find that the 
evo lution of teaching theory is divided into three paradigms: the 
audio-lingual method (1950-60), cognitive-code learning (1960-70), and 
he communicative approach (1970- ). 
The audio-lingual method is based on behaviouristic 
psychology in which language is defined as a system of structurally 
r lated elements. Language teaching is to teach the elements of this 
sys tem which are defined in terms of grammatical units such as clause, 
phrase and sentence; and of grammatical operations such as adding, 
s hifting, and joining elements. Emphasis is on teaching form. 
Cognitive-code learning is based on cognitive psychology in 
which language is a vehicle for the expression of meaning. This 
paradigm emphasizes the semantic rather than the grammatical aspect of 
language. Language teaching emphasizes functions (such as modality, 
arguments and socialization) and notions (such as nouns, verbs and 
idiomatic expressions) by giving situations such as people, place, time, 
and so on. 
The communicative approach is based on personality theory 
and social psychology. It looks at language as a vehicle for the 
realization of interpersonal relations and for the performance of 
social transactions between individuals. Language teaching is 
personalized and its focus is on the patterns of moves, acts, and 
exchanges in communications. 
Since the first two paradigms put emphasis on getting the 
form right, the trends in language teaching could be divided into two 
schools: the "accuracy before fluency" school and "fluency before 
accuracy" school ( Underwood, 1984). The grammar-translation method, 
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the audio-lingual method, and cognitive-code learning belong to the 
former school. The latter school was witnessed in the 1970's. It i s 
not represented by one methodology but by several, which together are 
regarded as the communicative approach, which emphasizes 
"meaningfulness". 
The implication here is that when formulating a language 
syllabus, teachers should be aware that language is structural, 
functional, personal and interactional. In teaching both accuracy and 
fluency are important. These descriptions could be merged into making 
up a good syllabus for language teaching. 
1. 1. 2 Trends in Education in the Light of CAL 
In education, around the time when the "accuracy before 
fluency" school flourished, teachers decided on the material firs t and 
then thought about how to teach it. The teaching method was not 
diversified. If the method was usable for the whole material, it 
could not be called a teaching method. Teachers at that time could 
not apply TPR 2 (Total Physical Response) or the silent way --
communicative approach -- as this could only be applied to a certain 
part of the whole course. The audio-lingual method which was 
prevalent at that time aimed at brushing up the four skills -- evenly 
in each class hour through the whole course. Language acquisition wa s 
not considered the idea of one teaching method for one teaching 
syllabus. Subsequently, we see the breakthrough from the concept of 
2. TPR was created by Dr. Asher based on the following ideas: 
1) Understanding the spoken language should be developed in 
advance of speaking. 
2) Understanding should be developed through movements of the 
student's body. Thus the imperative form is used. Research 
suggests that most of the grammatical structure of the target 
language and hundreds of vocabulary items can be learned 
through the skilful use of the imperative. 
3) Do not attempt to force speaking from students. The 
individual will spontaneously begin to produce utterance when 
he/she is ready. 
For examples of how to build TPR les·sons, see Asher, 1982. For 
more real-life TPR activities, see Romijin & Seely, 1979. 
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"method" to "technique". This author define s t eaching approac hes 
c reated in the "fluency before accuracy" school suc h as TPR, the 
s ilent way, and the community counselling learning, not as "method'' 
but "technique". 
With the arrival of the "fluency before accuracy" school in 
language teaching, the developments in educational technology have 
allowed teachers to choose the technique first, and later decide what 
material to teach. Their decisions are based on the idea that the 
technique automatically defines the appropriate material. Thus, all 
the methods which are related to the communicative approach, such as 
TPR, the silent way, and community counselling learning, have 
appropriate materials of their own. In other words, rather than using 
the same technique to teach all aspects of language, each technique 
has its proper place to be used in developing specific language skills. 
Language learning is thought to be developmental and teaching methods 
s hould be diversified, e.g. TPR is good at the introductory level to 
brush up speaking skills; community counselling learning is good for 
the advanced level in developing free conversation skills. Teaching 
methodology diversifies as nobody can say which method or technique is 
s uitable for any particular student. Consequently, teaching becomes 
more demanding and time-consuming as teachers have to prepare in order 
to find out the best technique for their students. 
This distinction can be found in general. In education, 
there are two schools of thought: the "material before technique" 
s chool and the "technique before material" school. 
In the "material before technique" school, teachers put 
emphasis on what to teach (content of the lesson) whereas in the latter, 
teachers busy themselves acquiring versatile techniques -- the 
emphasis is on how to teach (technique). Thus, until now, one of the 
most important roles of teachers has been to master content and 
technique . 
The role of teachers is being transformed by two factors: 
1. The focus of education is moving from group-oriented to 
individual-oriented approaches. 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
r 
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2. Educational technology is becoming widespread in schools. 
The requirement of teachers in "technique before material" 
CAL is to be systematic. For example, if teachers want to develop CAL, 
they should have a knowledge of instructional design. This role may 
be passed on to a specialist in this area. Teachers should learn how 
to develop interactive materials, which virtually means mastering 
techniques to fill in the gap between CAL and classroom instruction. 
The techniques 3 require teachers to be systematic in all teaching 
processes. This is quite a difficult task for a teacher with 
knowledge of only content and teaching methodology. Development of 
interactive materials may well be a team effort in which teachers 
would have to learn to cooperate with technicians such as a programmer 
and an instructional designer. 
Further advancement in educational technology will transform 
the role of the teacher to that of an instructional manager and 
diagnostician. This change may even challenge the validity of the 
name "teacher''. New teachers will cooperate with scientists and 
technicians and provide an advanced interactive environment to enable 
students to become more self-directed and independent learners. 
Recent trends in education in relation to CAL show that the 
emphasis is now on technique. Technique is used to individualize 
instruction; here the use of CAL is justified. Consequently, teachers 
come to work in a group and take a systematic approach to teaching. 
The first part of this chapter considers language teaching 
from the teacher's side to find out core ideas for the syllabus. 
Those which are found to be appropriate are: "meaningfulness", 
"communication", and "personalization". 
Where instruction is individualized the use of CAL is 
justified. The latter part of this chapter will look from the 
student's side in order to find out how they learn. The purpose here 
------- ----·-- --
3. Classroom pedagogical techniques rarely transfer well to CAL as the 
former is group-paced and the latter is individually-paced. 
' 
-, 
-,-
is to find a synthesis of the teacher's role -- how he makes up the 
syllabus -- and the student's -- how he learns. Adding the factors of 
learning with the above three core ideas of the syllabus, theoretically, 
a good framework for CAL should be possible. 
Changes in Education Synthesized with Trends in Language Teaching~ 
Education 
Language 
"material before technique" 
"accuracy before fluency" 
Approaches to Teaching 
1 2 
Artistic Empirical 
(See O'Neal, 1986) 
"technique before material" 
"fluency before accuracy" 
3 
Systematic 
scientis 
synthesizes 
principles 
echni cians 
(programmers and 
instructional designers) 
operationalize and 
document 
4. If trends in education are described in paradigms as was done in 
other fields in the previous section, they are as follows: 
"Artistic", "empirical" and "systematic", in whi c h the "material 
before technique" school covers the first two paradigms and the 
.. technique before material" school covers systematic par·adigm. 
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1. 2 The Way Students Learn 
1.2.0 Introduction 
In language teaching, around the time when teachers accepted 
the "material before technique" school, students were asked to be 
accurate. For example, when students practiced listening skills by 
doing dictation, they were expected to be able to write without any 
spelling mistakes or incorrect punctuation marks. Student focus was 
on listening for each sound correctly. The student focus was on the 
lexical level. 
With the arrival of the "technique before material" school, 
students come to develop different aspects of listening skills. They 
then require knowledge of the situation to predict subsequent changes; 
they have to be able to find contextual and visual clues allowing them 
to imagine the flow of conversation; and they have to listen 
s electively, choosing the information necessary to their objective. 
Thus students need to predict, imagine, and select from what they hear. 
Student focus is on the discourse level. In order to process vast 
amounts of information, students work from the discourse level of 
language to phonology. They have to be independent and self-directed. 
CAL is most appropriate for this form of learning. 
The implication here is that the syllabus should be 
sufficiently meaninful to enable students to exercise their abilities 
of prediction, imagination, and selection. 
In the next three sections, we look further into language 
learning. By finding the difference betweeen learning and acquisition 
we hope to find the essential factors required in the syllabus by the 
student. 
1 . 2. 1 Relationships between Learning and Acquisition 
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In the pursuit of a second language, learning has two 
aspects -- learning and acquisition. Krashen (1982) says acquisition 
is unconscious, and initiates normal, fluent speech utterance, while 
learning is conscious. He claims that what is consciously learnt 
cannot be used to initiate spontaneous language and that the two types 
of process, learning and acquisition, operate independently. 
Krashen may well be too simplistic. This author thinks that 
acquisition is a continuation of learning. Learning changes into 
acquisition through experience in the target language. The following 
are three models of the process of learning becoming acquisition: 
(1) Zigzag fashion (this is taken from Saeki, 1985, but 
modified by the author) 
o.c9u isi t, ·on ~.::: .:: : -
- - -) 
Je~rnin9 
I ea.-ni n3 
One example of this is that being able to acquire the syntax 
of the target language is at first a conscious practice, but later 
becomes unconscious. Language learning, which requires logical 
thinking or work on form, seems to lead to acquisition this way. It 
is more of a gradual process. 
(2) Shape of a staircase 
-------7 
/' 
Learning language through function or, more practically, 
learning foreign language in your own country seems to lead to 
acquisition this way. 
(3) A picture of a stone in a pool with circles 
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This describes a situation whe re at a certain time, a 
ce rtain amount of learning suddenly changes into acquisition. 
happens when learning is done interactively, such as learning a 
This 
foreign language in the country where it is spoken. When you are 1n a 
foreign country for the first time in your life, you can not speak the 
language fluently, in spite of strenuous efforts for a year or so, but 
after a certain amount of ''input" accumulates, perhaps in the second 
year, you find yourself n1aking sudden, rapid improvement. Skills such 
as predicting, imagining, · and selecting from information seems to 
follow this process. 
Thus learning changes into acquisition in different ways. 
The three processes show the appropriateness or effectiveness of the 
language teaching methodology: structural, functional and interactive 
approaches found in the three paradigms (see 1.1.1). The language 
learning environment which most facilitates this process, as portrayed 
in the above picture, is the most natural. Language learned 
interactively leads effectively and naturally to acquisition. 
1.2.2 Factors Leading from Learning to Acquisition 
Considering the factors for a syl labu s from a language 
learner's point of view, the author proposes three factors \vhich 
provide a bridge from learning to acquisition: 1. logic, 2. function 5 
a nd 3. interaction (this idea is taken from Saeki, 1985, with 
modifications by the author). 
--- ------------
5 . ''function" means train ing language s kills for fluency, and does not 
carry the connotat ions noti onal- f unct iona l a s it does in Wido~vson' s 
writings . 
II 
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In putting the syllabus onto the computer, the t e a c her 
s hould have knowledge of instructional design. This requires an 
organized presentation of materials and the logical and psychologi cal 
organization of the subject area materials, i.e. Japanese . Thus, the 
s yllabus should have "logic" in these two aspects. "Logi c " d e notes a 
consequential relationship such as "If A ... then B " In teaching, 
if procedures are treated as things to memorize, students learn but 
they do not acquire. If the teacher presents a logical relationship 
between two concepts in the subject area, and explains "why" and "how", 
this motivates his students to acquire. 
Concerning the second factor, "functional", merely showing 
how the language is used gives students the opportunity for learning 
but not for acquisition. Actually giving them opportunities to use 
the target Language changes learning into acquisition. Consequ e ntly, 
language skill training is important to acquire fluency. 
The third factor, "interaction", is important as humans are 
social beings and enjoy communicating with those near then1. His 
desire to communicate is a great motivation to learning. 
1.2.3 How These Three Factors Are Incorporated into the Thesis 
In making CAL, the above three factors could be incorporated 
into TJFL, instructional design and the man-made interface, that is, 
the interaction between man and computer. 
This thesis gathers information mainly from TEFL (Teaching 
English as a Foreign Language). Some points to be considered in 
tranferring TEFL techniques to TJFL will be mentioned in 5.1.4. 
The first factor, "logic," could be incorporated into ID 
(Instructional Design) and Japanese: In Chapter 2, trends in CAL 
design theory will be mentioned, mainly based on TEFL. "Flatnes s of 
Importance" is a characteristic to be taken into consideration in 
making use of computers in education. Techniques of ID could provide 
an answer. The logical relationships of the three factors in 
c lassroom teaching, and ho w they are r elated to c onven t ic~al a nd 
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communicative CAL in the construction of a syllabus, will be explained 
in 3 .2. Courseware made by educational institutions is categorized as 
software of logic 1n 4.1. In Japanese, the data-base kanji dictionary 
will be explained as an example of "logic" in the subject area (see 
5 .3.3). 
The second factor "function" could be incorporated into 
computer science and TJFL: Computers should be u sed so that users do 
not feel overwhelmed when using them. Thi s i s an important point to 
be considered when applying computers to education. In the TJFL field, 
computers are mainly used to develop two skills of language, i.e., 
reading and writing. As will be mentioned in 5.2, computer techniques 
are good at brushing up these skills. Software for function (see 4.2) 
is a collection of software which contributes to language training. 
The third factor "interaction" could be incorpo r ated into 
computer science and teaching methodology: in computer science, though 
the man-machine interface is important, there is insufficient space 
here to discuss it. Examples of software or ideas to e nhance 
interaction in the classroom will be mentioned in software for 
interaction (see 5.3). 
1.2 .4 Summary 
As a summary of Chapter l, a good CAL syllabus incorporate 
three core ideas from the teacher's side: meaningfulness, 
communicativeness and personalization of the content of the syllabus, 
a nd three factors from the student's side: logic, function, and 
inte raction, which leads from learning to acquisition (a syllabu s 
whic h incorporates these ideas will be introduced in J . 2). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
TRENDS IN CAL DESIGN THEORY 
2.0 Introduction 
In educational engineering field, the evolution of CAL 
design theory is divided into three stages (Sugai, 1983): (1) the 
behaviouristic training paradigm (1910- ), (2) the cognitive 
developmental paradigm (1960- ), and in between (1) and (2), there is 
(3) the period of paradi g m c hange (1960-1 97 0). The change from a 
traditional classical AFO (Ad hoc frame Oriented)-CAI to I 
(Intelligent)-CAI was caused by the change in p sychol ogy from 
behaviouristic to cognitive psychology. 
CAL design theory based on behaviouri stic psychology is 
called AFO-CAI. Approaches such as linear programs and branching 
programs belong to this category. On the other hand, I-CAI, such as 
problem-solving and dialogue s ysten1s, are based on cognitive psychology. 
In the former, AFO-CAI, a frame (someti mes called an item) 
became a central "stimulus" and was presented to students. Student s 
"responded" to the terminal connected to the computer. The response 
became an input to the computer, and consequently acted as 
"reinforcement" to the student. In other words, the behaviouristic 
learning theory insisted that learning was established and carried on 
by a repetition of the basic framework: "stimulus response --
reinforcement". The sequence of the presentation of frame should be 
well-prepared beforehand by teachers. It often became a complicated 
branching program, though the basic framework mentioned earlier was 
the same. 
In typical AFO-CAI, the concept of teaching and l earning was 
represented by stimulus, r es ponse and reinforcement. In this case, 
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inevitably, the concept tended to take a passive view of students. 
Programmed instruction by computers trained students by "drill and 
practice." 
In the later I-CAI, SCHOLAR (Carbonell, 1970) marks an epoch. 
It differs greatly from AFO-CAI by possessing knowledge. Knowledge 
about a mini-universe is stored in the data base just as in the human 
t acher's memory. A question and answer system is constructed on this 
knowledge base, and thus communication by using natural language is 
possible between students and computers. Computers can answer 
questions from students and also generate questions. 
The basic framework of teaching and learning is that I-CAI 
builds up a learning environment. Interaction between the system and 
students makes up students' cognitive structures (memory structure and 
intellectual structure, etc). I-CAI is different from AFO-CAI in that 
eachers do not have to prepare for all the possible branches because 
the system is generative. 
Thus the concept of teaching and learning is represented by 
cognition, meaning, knowledge and understanding. In this case, the 
concept takes on an active view of students. Students control their 
own learning; rather than programs training students. The system is 
thus appropriate for problem-solving games and simulation. 
Likewise, the design theory of CAL was changed greatly by 
the paradigm change in scientific theoretical framework. As the 
concept shifted from behaviouristic to cognitive psychology, the 
quality of CAL rose in parallel. 
When we look at the two CAL design theories, it is apparent 
that, in AFO-CAI, teachers should be well-prepared for all the 
possible questions and answers from students and should make up 
branching, that is possible alternatives. Consequently, in AFO-CAI, 
the entire syllabus is devised by teachers. 
On the other hand, in the generative type of I-CAI, the 
computer decides the syllabus by taking into account the student's 
previous learning records (number of right scores), and styles (speed 
and ease of interaction and choice of sound, pictures, etc)(Barrutia, 
I 
I 
I 
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1985). In other words, computers have an expert system and can "think" 
by themselves. 
student input. 
The computer decides what to do next based on the 
2.1 Trends in Approaches of CAL in Language Teaching and Other 
Disciplines 
2.1.0 Introduction 
In a conventional language teaching class, teachers played 
the role of instructor and information-giver, and they were 
responsible for students' learning. Consequently, the syllabus had to 
be logically ordered and structured, and the students had to learn it 
complete in the given order. There was not much reciprocal 
interaction between teacher and students; it was all one-sided. 
the other hand, in a communicative language teaching class, the 
On 
teacher acts as a facilitator, and classroom activities are based on 
communication so that reciprocal interaction is present. 
In CAL, when we look at interaction between students and 
computer, it is true to say that some programs allow more input than 
others, to the limit that the computer can handle at this stage. 
input is one of the ways to determine interaction. 
Thus 
design. 
The amount of input depends on the type of approach in CAL _ 
Some programs allow students to be more active rather than 
passive in r esponse. F'oi-- example, l n AFO-CAl, a d r-- i 1 L such as 
multiple choice only allowed students to type a number or letter so 
that student response was extremely restricted (Kossuth, 1985); while 
a drill which requires a single word as input was "minimally" more 
act ive than a multiple choice drill. The I-CAI type of program which 
al lows students to enter a command is "quite active". Thus, the j_ npu t 
in CAL decides the degree of interacti on. 
The ai m of this section is t take a l ook at two types of 
! 
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CAL -- AFO-CAI and I-CAI -- and their approaches and find out how the 
above- mentioned difference between the conventional and communicative 
language teaching class is reflected as a trend. The purpose here is 
to state the facts and finding a synthesis which leads to a good 
sy llabus design. 
When AFO-CAI is combined with language teaching, it is 
termed "conventional" CAL; and I-CAI is "communicative" CAL. These 
terms will be used below as they reflect language teaching theory. 
2. 1 . 1 Conventional CAL 
Conventional CAL exhibits linear and branching programs. 
2.1. 1.1 Li near Pr~ograms 
Linear programs are based on Skinner's theory of 
reinforcement. Some material ("a frame") is presented on the screen 
in gradual stages. The material is chosen so that it has only one 
correct answer. It is logically ordered (see 3.1.1 for an example of 
how conventional CAL is logically structured and in that sense it .Ls 
inflexible in its answer-processing). For example, students answer by 
filli ng in a couple of blanks. The program immediately responds and 
gives feedback, right or wrong, or wrong-try-again. Students cannot 
proceed to the next frame until they get the right answer. The frame 
are all predetermined by the teacher. There is no consideration or 
reflection on the ability and performance of students. 
logically ordered and structured. 
Thus it is 
In a linear program, teachers must construct the entire plan 
beforehand and present it systematically. In that way the program 
rigid ly controls the student's learning. Students are always expected 
to give the correct answer. There is individualized learning only in 
so far as the program is self-pacing. 
I 
I 
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linear· program (S=stimulu s, G=goal) 
reinforcement linear 
0---0-0-0-0-0-~ 
(See Sangyo Noritsu Daigaku, 1985) 
Here is an example of a linear program for a student 
learning Spanish. The student must provide a Spanish translation 
(Computer in capital letters and the student in lowercase) (See Frates 
& Moldrup, 1985): 
I'M NGT GOING WITH MY MAMA THIS TIME. 
No voy con mi mama esta es. 
!BRAVISIMO! 
I GO TWO TIMES EVERY WEEK. 
Voy dos tiempos cada semana. 
VOY DOS ... CADA SEMANA. 
Voy dos veces cada semana. 
!ESO ES! 
DO YOU ALWAYS ARRIVE ON TIME? 
Stop 
OK SUE. WE'LL STOP HERE FOR NOW. 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE YOUR SCORE? 
Si. 
LESSON 6 
TIME 4 
PROBLEMS TRIED 12 
ANSWERED CORRECTLY 10 
PERCENTAGE 83 
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2.1.1.2 Branching Programs 
Branching programs are based on Crowder's theory that "the 
essential problem is that of controlling a communication process by 
the use of feedback. The student's response serves primarily as a 
means of determining whether the communication process has been 
effective and at the same time allows appropriate corrective action to 
be taken" (O'Shea & Self, 1983). The basic belief that students learn 
by being told remains, but the program is more sensitive to the 
student's requirements. The frame is presented in a larger unit as it 
allows other possible answers. Students respond to a question. 
Alternative answers are possible rather than simply right or wrong as 
in a linear program. Students receive comments from the screen and 
either repeat a question or go on to the next frame. The feedback. not 
only states right or wrong but also provides corrective information. 
The program is more individualized and adapted to the student's 
responses as, in general, no two students receive the same material. 
Thus, branching programs increase interaction on the student's side 
over the previous logically structured linear programs. 
In a branching programs, the teacher should consider all 
possible branches. It is thus more time-consuming than linear programs. 
The program still controls the student's learning like a teacher in 
the traditional language classroom but as the program is more 
interactive, students have more control over their learning by 
referring to their mistakes. 
branching pr·ogr·arn 
(See · Sangy5 N5ritsu Daigaku, 1985) 
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In the above two approaches to AFO-CAI, language teachers 
are reported as observing that CAL is good for "more mechanical types 
of vocabulary and grammer drill, thereby freeing them from tedious work" 
(Underwood,1985). In this respect, CAL is no different £~om a book or 
flashcards. It is "a computerized form of program instruction". 
Drills are mainly ''piecemeal morphological drills" (Unerwood, 1984). 
Linear and branching programs reflects the rigid logicality 
of a structural syllabus in the traditional language class. Most 
Japanese CAL materials (see 4.1) are AFO-CAI. 
2.1.2 Communicative CAL 
In the approach to I.CAI 6 , the generative program makes it 
possible to employ the interactiveness of computers and produce a more 
communicative and meaningful CAL. 
The approaches discussed in I-CAI are simulations, games, 
problem-solving. 
2.1.2.1 Simulations 
There are two types of simulation: chit-chat and situational 
(Kenning, 1983). Chit-chat simulations are conversational programs. 
One of the best known of this type of program is called ELIZA(see 4.3.1 
for Japanese ELIZA). The computer and student converse in a 
6. In other classifications, AFO-CAI is traditional CAI and I.CAI is 
non-traditional; AFO-CAI 1s used as a learning tool; whereas, I.CAL 
is constructed on a very different philosophy and technical basis. 
~----traditional CAI 
,-----CAL 
non-traditional CAI or "learning tools" 
'--·-I. CAL 
I 
I 
i 
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dialogue which seems to be open-ended. In fact, it is not open-ended, 
but the illusion is strong enough to make it difficult for the user to 
tear him / her away. The following is an example of a dialogue between 
the computer and the user. (ELIZA's responses are in upper case): 
I'm unhappy these days. 
I AM SORRY TO HEAR YOU ARE UNHAPPY 
The problem is my father 
TELL ME MORE ABOUT YOUR FATHER 
My father thinks I am lazy 
DOES ANYONE ELSE IN YOUR FAMILY THINK YOU ARE LAZY 
Everyone picks on me 
ARE YOU THINKING OF SOMEONE IN PARTICULAR (Underwood, 1984) 
The computer plays the role of the psychiatrist and responds to the 
user's comments. 
Computers at this stage cannot parse human language fully. 
"Computer-generated human language is the subject of continuing study 
by numerous workers in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
around the world, and promises to be of great potential benefit to (CAL) 
applications" (Kenning, 1983). Yet no experiments have been done in 
the language field using an ELIZA type conversation. 
Underwood (1984) mentions some examples of programs for 
language teaching with AI strategies. Underwood's QUESTIONS has a 
certain amount of information about a room in a house. Students ask a 
lot of questions to get a full description of the room and to draw a 
floorplan with all the furnishings in their proper place. The 
following is a possible dialogue between the computer and the student: 
Are there any chairs 
YES. 
How many chairs are there? 
THERE ARE THREE. 
I 
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Where are the chairs? 
TWO OF THEM ARE UNDER THE NORTH WINDOW, THE OTHER IS TO THE 
LEFT OF THE FIREPLACE. 
Is there a table in the room? 
YES. (Underwood, 1984) 
Unlike other programs with AI strategies, student take the 
initiative by making whole sentence questions and so increase the ir 
input far beyond that of a short command. 
The other type of simulations which Kenning (1983) mentions 
is situational simulations. This type of simulations allows the u s er 
to act out a real life experience on the computer in order to avoid 
possible expense or danger (Underwood, 1984). For example, "managing 
a nuclear power plant, going on space travel; the most eleborate 
simulations are the systems used to teach pilots to fly airliners" 
(Underwood, 1984). In other cases, simulations "often serve to remove 
complications which could obscure the more important principles to be 
understood". An example is PLATO's fruit fly simulation. 
In the language field, situational simulation is used as a 
means to an end rather than as an end in itself. For example, in 
Higgins (1983) PHOTOFIT the computer draws a face. Students, like 
witnesses to a crime, must learn the face and "tell" the computer how 
1 to redraw it. When students give a command, the computer draws 
accordingly . The results are compared and the computer comments on 
he difference. Another example is getting from A to Bon a map of 
Kyoto or planning a trip to Japan. MONTEVIDISCO is a simulation in 
which students learning Spanish visit Mexico. In situational 
simulation students are involved in specific tasks, while in the 
chit-chat simulations, students are engaged in conversation for it own 
sake (see 4.2.1.2 for an example of the use of the Japanese simulation 
game softwa re ''Kyoto Mystery Tour " in TJ FL) . 
I n s i mu la tions, studen t s a r e expecte d t make the ir own 
decisions about how to roc eed . St~dent s a re emot ionall y involved in 
I 
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the activity, thus language acquisition is facilitated. 
2.1.2.2 Games 
Another non-traditional approach to CAL is that of games. 
Computer games are highly motivating. The simulation of emotion 
through fantasy constitutes one of three critical motivational 
components (Malone, 1981). The first one is fantasy. "Extrinsic 
fantasies" are not particularly related to the skill used in the game; 
"Intrinsic fantasies" are skill-oriented. The notion of stimulating 
emotion through intrinsic fantasy has important implications for the 
development of foreign language exercises in which emotional 
stimulation is inherent in the particular intended linguistic goals. 
The second crjtical motivational component mentioned by 
Malone (1981) concerning games is challenge. Games are challenging 
because students are not sure whether they can reach the goal or not. 
"They demand some skill (acquired by practice) and because their 
outcomes are not predictable ... there is never only one set of correct 
decisions nor one sequence leading to a successful completion of the 
game (Kossuth, 1985)". 
The third motivational component mentioned by Malone (1981) 
is curiosity. Students know enough to have expectations about what 
will happen, but sometimes these are not met. The turns of action in 
games are novel and hold interest until the game is over. 
These three motivational components are the reasons why this 
author proposes existing Japanese software in TJFL (see 4.2). 
Together with the responsiveness and manipulativeness of computer s , 
they absorb students' interest and lead to acquisition of reading 
skills. 
Some games do not require much student input. HANGMAN only 
requires the students to guess letters. On the other hand, adventure 
games require more complex input. They encourage social interaction 
and a good bit of genuinely communicative language use. 
For example, in ADVENTURE GAME, "the student will be taking 
I 
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part in a treasure hunt in the course of which he or she will meet 
with good and evil characters, face hazard galore, collect helpful 
instruments, get lost, wounded, or even killed (Kenning, 1981)". 
Students move through a maze by giving commands. The computer 
announces the consequences of these decisions by describing the place 
the student has moved to. 
west 
YOU ARE IN A TUNNEL. 
west 
YOU ARE IN A CAVE. IT IS NOW PITCH DARK. 
WILL PROBABLY FALL DOWN A POT-HOLE. 
north 
THERE IS NO WAY TO GO IN THAT DIRECTION. 
west 
IF YOU GO ON YOU 
YOU HAVE FALLEN DOWN A POT-HOLE AND KILLED YOURSELF. 
DO YOU WANT ME TO REINCARNATE YOU? 
yes 
ALL RIGHT. 
hey presto 
YOU EMERGE FROM A CLOUD OF SMOKE AND FIND THAT 
YOU'RE INSIDE A BUILDING. 
What this game can do for language learning is limited 
because it only accepts commands with at most two words. A real life 
situation does not employ such pidgin language, but, "it was felt that 
programs of this sort had 'great potential' for acquisition practice" 
(Culley and Mulford, 1983). 
Kossuth (1985) said that adventure games are well suited to 
CAL, as long as the level of language on the screen is low enough and 
as long as the parser can recognize naturally-formed commands. 
Kossuth (1985) attributes the success of the adventure 
format to the Input Hypothesis (Krashen): "adventure games ... respond 
to the initiative of (students) so that the course of action has 
I 
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wofold determination, choices of (students) and choices built into 
the software. The result is comprehensible input of the best type: 
(students) do not think about the language in use, but only about the 
action and where it might lead next. Provided that the language is 
easy enough, (adventure games create) an optimal setting for language 
acquisition according to the Input Hypothesis" (Krashen, 1985). She 
also finds that adventure games fulfil the Affective Filter Hypothesis 
(Krashen, 1976). They help lower the Affective Filter, that is, the 
subconscious mental block, by giving (students) control and 
personalization: students have the feeling of control over the 
, computer through their commands; materials in second person with 
gender neutral bring a personalizing effect. In materials where it is 
not possible to make gender neutral, as in Cultural Attache, which 
teaches German social behaviour, Kossuth and her colleagues provide 
male and female tracks. Some social behaviour is gender neutral, but 
some requires students to be sensitive to gender. When students make 
too many so~ial blunders and (are)thus in danger of being revealed as 
foreigners,{they) can request transfer to a new city, clearing the 
slate of transgressions and giving (them) a new start" (Kossuth, 1985). 
This forgiving format of locale-switching is to give the student a 
chance to keep reading longer. Thus "the gender personalization of 
the alternative tracks and the forgiving format of locale-switching 
are very user-friendly" (Kossuth, 1985), and help lower frustration. 
Kossuth (1985) concludes that because of their built-in glossaries, 
the element of surprise, and the sense of student control and second 
person involvement, adventure games can be central to the foreign 
language syllabus. Thus, she provides evidence to support the great 
potentiality of adventure games in acquisition practice. 
The disadvantage of adventure games mentioned previously, 
that the language used in such games is not natural, is overcome by a 
German CAL program, SPION (Sanders, 1983) in which students find 
their way from West Berlin airport to town. SPION contains a lexicon, 
a parser, and a semantic interpreter as well as the game program 
itself so that it can understand not only student input but also some 
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kinds of grammatical mistakes. For an example of research into the 
application of AI in a foreign language adventure games, see Culley, 
Mulford and Milbury-Steen (1986). 
In 4.2.1.2, the use of Japanese adventure game software in 
TJFL will be mentioned. Students' reading level should be higher. 
Interacion here is more natural than courseware made for TEFL. 
2.1 .2.3 Problem-Solving 
The problem-solving approach is based on the idea that the 
thought process used in writing a computer program may be applicable 
to enhance problem-solving skills in other disciplines. This approach 
is related to the programming language Logo. According to Papert 
(1973), "the theory underlying this work (is drawn} from the Piagetian 
tradition of thinking about children and from those aspects of 
artific ial intelligence concerned with thinking about thinking in 
genera l". 
In behaviouristic theory, the inner process which occurs in 
the living thing between stimulus and response tends to be hidden in a 
black box. Piaget's theory incorporated into artificial intelligence 
coul d be briefly described as follows: this inner process is a 
cognitive structure and is an active system which can adjust itself 
and change its own environment. It changes and restructures itself 
conti nuously from imbalance to balance. This cognitive structure is a 
network which consists of knowledge, memory, language, and schema. 
The idea mentioned above is used in the Logo learning 
envi ronment. In other educational situations the computer is 
pre-programmed, but in Logo this is done by children. When they teach 
the computer how to think, "children embark on an exploration about 
how they themselves to think ... Thinking about thinking turns the child 
into an epistemologist" (Papert, 1980). 
Papert (1980} cites the case of Jenny, who had been drilled 
in grammatical categories for many years, without ever understanding 
them. "In order to 'teach' her computer to make strings of words that 
I 
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would look like English, she had to 'teach' it to choose words of an 
appropriate class. What she learned about grammar from this 
xperience with a machine was anything but mechanical or routine. 
learning was deep and meaningful ... She understood the general idea 
that words (like things) can be placed in different groups or sets, 
and that doing so could work for her". 
Thus the theory behind the problem-solving approach is 
opposed to that behind linear and branching programs based on 
behaviourism. / 
Some advantage of the problem-solving approach are: 
Her 
1. Learning is individualized because students create their own 
program. 
2. Students are highly motivated because of a continual sense of 
progress. 
3. Students are enlightened from errors they make. 
4. Students regularly experience the "aha" - phenomenon. 
5. Students enjoy finding solutions. 
In language teaching, some programs developed using the 
problem-solving approach are called "text generation" programs 
(Underwood, 1984). In such programs, there is not prefabricated text 
in the system, and the computer is incapable of making evaluation or 
passing judgement as in problem-solving type programs in other 
disciplines. The usefulness of exercise depends on the quality of the 
help students receive. 
In STORYMAKER (Rubin & Shaples, 1981), problem-solving 
skil ls are used in making decisions to develop the story. 
a) Part of a story tree. The student generates a story by 
choosing one branch at each node. 
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Lace opened the door and 
~L------ .J,, 
saw thejoker slipped into what 
,/ 
He picked up his 
cane and sprayed 
her with whipped 
cream 
b) Part of a story 
looked like a bowl 
of spaghetti 
,v 
It was really the 
mummy taking a 
bath 
mouse 
1 
It nibbled on 
her foot 
,v 
Frankenstein was 
cooking it for 
his dinner 
Lace opened the door and slipped into what looked like a bowl 
of spaghetti. Frankenstein was cooking it for his dinner. 
In COMPUPOEM (Marcus, 1981) students are asked to give words 
of various parts of speech and the program formats them into a 
poem-like structure. 
The tree house 
full of childhood memories 
suspended on the lonely oak tree 
softly, in a whisper 
swaying (Underwood, 1984) 
In a project done by Hoffer & Semmes (1984), a Logo-based 
haiku generating program was used. The haiku project attempted to 
make use of problem-solving skills to develop literary abilities. 
ONE WARMING SUNSET 
SLIDING ON THE BLUE OCEAN 
j 
mentioned. 
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SOARING CLOUDLESS SKY 
In 5.3.2, the use of Japanese Logo to haiku learning will be 
MADLIB (Ahl, 1975) uses a partially prefabricated story 
frame with missing nouns or adjectives. Students are asked to give 
words under specified parts of speech, and learn from the completed 
story whether their usage is proper or not. 
The problem-solving approach gives students a chance to 
develop a sense of creativity. Judgement of the final product should 
be done by the teacher. The computer cannot appreciate the value of 
art at this stage. 
2.1.2.4 Dialogue System 
The dialogue system is "the most sophisticated form of CAL, 
in which students can actually enter into a Socratic type of dialogue 
with the computer in order to ask questions, test -ideas, obtain 
clarification, request additional data, and perform calculations 
before submitting a final answer. This form of CAL can actually 
incorporate all of the previously mentioned approaches in this section" 
(Frates & Moldrup, 1983). 
As CAL design theory changes from a behaviouristic to a 
cognitive paradigm, CAL courseware approaches the intellectual 
capacity of a human teacher. When human teachers make up lesson plans , 
they think about the subject, students, and themselves. They consider 
what to teach, who to teach, and how to teach. In the computer, "what" 
is the competence of the program; "who" is a student model; and "how" 
is teaching strategy. Program competence involves the ability 
possessed by the human teacher to process natural language, and 
recognize various patterns. The student model involves two things : 
ability to keep track of the focus of the dialogue between teacher and 
students, and keep a record thereof; and ability to infer a student' s 
likely problem-solving strategy based on the data received on the 
I 
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interaction between program and students. Teaching strategy involves 
th ability to allow either student control or program control; ability 
o keep a record of the student's learning process and present 
s uccessive steps. 
Thus, an expert dialogue system should have the following 
items:knowledge base~ student's learning model, and teaching strategy. 
Suc h system imitates a human expert, using the methods and information 
a quired and developed by him / her. It can solve problems, make 
pr dictions, suggest positive treatment and offer advice with accuracy 
close to its human counterpart. In the language teaching field, the 
knowledge base includes such things as knowledge necessary to process 
the target language, phonology, lexicon, syntax, semantics, and 
discourse; and knowledge of the microworld which the student and the 
computer choose as a topic. For example, programs which can "talk" 
about baseball or the weather have been written. This part of the 
expert system keeps record of the language acquisition process. The 
omputer keeps a record of the students' answers ("all right, wrong and 
fuzzy answers~- answers which are not errors but inappropriate usage 
then keeps record of "what style of presentation (script, graphic, 
voice,or combination, etc.)" brought the best answers for a given 
student. With this knowledge about an individual student's learning 
model, the computer can find an appropriate teaching strategy by using 
the type of display : that empirically works best for that student. Also, 
programming has to include many teaching methods and items (see 
Appendix 1). They should be incorporated into the expert system to 
alter the presentation of items and frames by analyzing students' 
feed-back and reacting with an appropriate response equivalent to that 
of a human teacher. 
in 3.1.2. 
The communicative type of feedback is discussed 
The dialogue system is very difficult and expensive to 
develop, and also requires a large memory. Consequently, not many 
s uc h systems exist. SCHOLAR (Carbonell, 1970) reviews the student's 
knowledge of the geography of South America: 
I 
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USE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 
SUCRE 
FRENCH 
ARGENTINA 
SPANISH 
TO ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
WHAT IS THE LANGUAGE IN CHILE? 
Spanich 
YOU SHOULD HAVE WRITTEN 'SPANISH'. 
VERY GOOD. 
THE CAPITAL IN CHILE IS SANTIAGO. 
CORRECT OR INCORRECT? 
Correct 
THAT'S RIGHT. 
APPROX WHAT IS THE AREA OF BRAZIL? 
2500000 square miles 
WRONG. 
PLEASE INDICATE IF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT IS CORRECT OR 
INCORRECT: 
THE AREA OF PARAGUAY IS APPROX 47432 SQUARE MILES. 
What is the area of Brazil? 
THE AREA OF BRAZIL IS APPROX 3600000 SQUARE MILES. 
NOW ANSWER THE QUESTION YOU DIDN'T ANSWER BEFORE. 
False 
REPHRASE YOUR STATEMENT. I CAN'T UNDERSTAND IT. 
Incorrect 
VERY GOOD. 
THE AREA OF PARAGUAY IS APPROX 157000 SQUARE MILES. 
THE LANGUAGE IN BRAZIL IS PORTUGUESE. 
IS IT TRUE THAT THE CAPITAL OF BRAZIL IS BRAZILIA? 
Yes 
I 
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THAT'S FINE. 
APPROX WHAT IS THE POPULATION IN BRAZIL? 
60000000 
APPROXIMATELY TRUE, BUT A MORE EXACT VALUE IS 70000000. 
In this dialogue, SCHOLAR asks questions or presents 
s entences and asks students to say whether they are correct or 
incorrect. 
questions. 
"q/a" allows students to take the initiative in asking 
"mixint" switches the initiative back to the computer. 
This function of mixed initiative allows more student interaction. 
"SCHOLAR seems to flit from one thing to another, and there is not a 
systematic attempt to develop students' knowledge in any particular 
direction" (O'Shea & Self, 1983). On this point SCHOLAR remains 
primitive. It does not have a teaching strategy. 
In language teaching, Underwood developed a Spanish version 
of ELIZA called FAMILIA. FAMILIA is more sophisticated than ELIZA. 
Students practise their knowledge of family terms repeatedly; They can 
get help they are unsure and the program monitors their use of SER and 
ESTAR. Where it is superior to the previous therapist ELIZA, is in 
its error checking and error messages which bring the program closer 
to human teachers. 
Hola 
HOLA -- VAMOS A HABLAR 
DE TU FAMILIA 
/ 
Mi familia esta en Colorado 
?ENTONCES UDS. SON DE 
COLORADO? 
/ Bueno, mi madre esta de 
Boston 
?QUIERES DECIR QUE TU 
MADRE ES DE BOSTON? 
Mi madre es de Boston 
?Y TUS ABUELOS? 
Hi 
HI 
ABOUT YOUR FAMILY 
My family is in Colorado 
SO YOU (pl) ARE FROM 
COLORADO? 
Well, my mother is (estar) from 
Boston 
DO YOU MEAN YOUR 
MOTHER IS (ser) FROM BOSTON? 
My mother is (ser) from Boston 
AND YOUR GRANDPARENTS? 
: 
I 
2 .2 
Mis abuelos est~n en 
Colorado tambie'n 
?TIENES TIOS? 
No entiendo 
SI USO UNA PALABRA QUE 
NO ENTIENDES, ESCRIBE: 
, 
"QUE ES UN __ ?" 
?Qu~ es un t10? 
TU TfO ES EL HERMANO 
DE UNO TUS PADRES 
Summary 
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My grandparents are 
Co lorado too 
1n 
DO YOU HAVE (UNCLES AND AUNTS)? 
I don't understand 
IF I USE A WORD 
YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND, WRITE: 
WHAT IS A ? 
--
What 1s a n (uncle)? 
YOUR UNCLE IS THE BROTHER 
OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS 
(Underwood, 1984) 
In the earlier type of conventional CAL, logically 
st ructured programs forced students to go .through the material in an 
"automatic and dictatorial manner" (Kenning, 1983). Students could 
not choose what or how they learn because this was controlled by the 
teacher. The learning path was selected by the teacher beforehand. 
" It takes no account of the (student's) basic cognitive dispositions 
o r present circumstances: whether he feels tired, what his interests 
t " a re, e c. (Kenning, 1983). Thus, this did not allow much student 
interaction. 
This structure and logic oriented characteristic could be 
seen in the school of language teaching which emphasizes "accuracy 
before fluency". The teacher's role was that of information giver or 
instructor, responsible for all presentation. The syllabus was 
st ructured and there was no place for flexible discussion or 
i nteraction between the teacher and students. 
In later types of CAL, the courseware becomes more 
i ntellectual. Its flexibility allows more interaction between 
computer and students. Students can participate in the 
decision-making process. Thus it makes ·learning fun. This trend of 
a llowing more interaction can be seen in the second school of language 
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teaching which emphasizes "fluency before accuracy" and in which the 
focus is on communicative activities. The program facilitates the 
student's learning and the teacher acts as a facilitator. True 
communicative CAL should be capable of processing natural language, 
and it has a knowledge base. 
In conventional CAL, most of the courseware was just a copy 
of a textbook, that is, imitation of programmed instruction. The idea 
here was to put "tedious" material into the computer. In some later 
types of CAL, more attempts is made to develop a program which "does 
not try to duplicate or simulate what goes on in the classroom, but 
(which) creates instead a novel activity that would be difficult if 
not impossible to do without a computer" (Underwood, 1984). This 
latter attempt is made possible because of artificial intelligence 
with which the computer can understand student input and make a more 
individualized and more communicative interaction. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER THREE 
CONTRAST BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL CAL AND COMMUNICATIVE CAL 
AND APPLICATION OF LEARNING THEORY TO THE CAL SYLLABUS 
Introduction 
In chapter 2, two types of CAL -- conventional and 
communicative -- were discussed. The approaches to language teaching 
possible with each model were explained. It was found that the 
evolution of CAL could be described as the transition from logic to 
interaction. 
In this chapter, a synthesis of the theory of acquisition 
(see 1.2) and practical development of a syllabus will be attempted by 
analyzing how three factors, i.e., logic, function and interaction, 
should be incorporated into two types of CAL in language teaching, i.e., 
conventional and communicative CAL. 
3.1 
3. 1 . 1 
Contrast between Conventional CAL and Communicative CAL in 
Language Teaching 
Conventional CAL 
The premise of conventional CAL is that students start 
working from the lower level of language as in a syllabus where the 
teacher uses a structural method. Students start learning from 
phonology and advance to the discourse level. In this type of CAL, 
accuracy is more important than fluency. Underwood (1984) describes 
three principal defects in conventional CAL: (1) It puts emphasis on 
form rather than meaning; (2) It gives little help or feedback and is 
often sketchy and vague; and most importantly, (3) The computer acts 
as an "evaluative taskmaster" who asks all the questions and judges 
I 
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all the answers. 
Feedback is categorized into 5 types (Pusack, 1983): 
non-evaluation, right-wrong evaluation, pattern markup, error 
ant icipation, and parsing. 
several methods. 
Some CAL programs use combinations of 
"Non-evaluation" offers no comment or feedback on the 
s tudent's answer. Some I-CAI programs use this approach. 
The second type, which is the most common, is "right-wrong 
valuation". 
1 incorrect. 
This simply judges a student's answer as correct or 
It is suitable where, for example, the ability to make a 
binary decision is important e.g. as in English, the distinction 
between "much" and "many". Right-wrong evaluation is also adequate 
for fast-paced drill of memorized forms and lexical items. When the 
nswer is longer, however, and students are expected to go through 
more operations before they arrived at the response, a simple right or 
wrong cannot give sufficient help. 
Another type of right-wrong evaluation is "partial answer 
. " processing . In order for this to work, certain elements mus t be 
present in a student's answer. For example, if the right answer is 
"came" in a verb tense drill, and the student's answer is "he came", 
it is still correct. The problem with this is that if the program 
only looks for "came," "She earned down" may be judged correct. Most 
language teachers would find this form of processing unacceptable 
because errors are left uncorrected. 
The third type of answer processing is "pattern markup". It 
treats the student's answer as meaningless string of characters and 
compares it with the "correct" answer. It looks for matching patterns, 
inversions of characters, extra characters, missing words and extra 
words. Thus, students get a visual judgement rather than a verbal one. 
It does not explain where the problem is, and it cannot distinguish 
errors of inflection from spelling errors or typing mistakes . 
For example, in DASHER (Pusack, 1983) if the "correct" 
answer is 
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. 
I 
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and the student's answer is: 
The brown fox jumpd oaerr the big lazy Dog . 
DASHER will give the diagnostic message: 
The ????? ????? fox jump?? ???? ? ? ? lazy dog. . . . . . . . . - . . - .. . 
The PLATO system (Hart, 1981; Marty, 1981) is much elaborate in I more 
I 
I 
its symbols. 
the brown quick fox jumpd oaerr the big lazy Dog. 
I 
* 
/\ < - xxxxx XXX * -
( * is capitalization errors; I\ is a missing word; < is a word which I 
has to be shifted left; = is a misspelling; xis a wrong word which is 
misspelt or has extraneous characters.) , 
The fourth type of answer processing is "error anticipation". 
In developing this type of courseware, the teacher types 1n 
anticipated wrong answers in addition to cues and correct answers. 
When the correct answer does not match the student's answer, trye 
program compares the student's answer with a list of wrong answers and 
gives comments. 
For example, in the example of "the fox" in DASHER, comments 
on the student's answer, "jumpd" could be as follows: 
The ending of the past tense of regular verbs is -ed. 
Another example is in a German imperative program at Ohio University 
(Hope et al, 1984): 
Computer Herr Klein, ---- die Rechrnung! 
(bezahlen) 
Student · bezahlen 
Computer: You forgot an important part of the polite 
imperative. Try again and remember to include 
the missing part. 
The last type is "parsing". The program has an expert 
, system built into it which can analyze a student's answer and give 
comments. 
in I-CAI. 
This type of feedback is possible under the dialogue system 
It can give the most flexible type of feedback. 
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Among the above-mentioned five types of feedback, 
right-wrong evaluation, pattern marku p, and error anticipation can be 
seen in available courseware of conventional CAL. The feedback given 
is brief. 
Returning to the defects of conventional CAL, the third is 
that the computer is used as an "evaluative taskmaster", i.e., the 
teacher uses the computer in the old, familiar way. In other words, 
the computer simulates classroom activity so that the teacher can do 
more "creative" activities. The teacher controls the presentation of 
the material and form; students are always judged right or wrong; the 
material is structured, logically sequenced, and presented 
peice-by-piece so that the teacher can later measure students' progress. 
Thus, the courseware tends to be evaluative and over-structured. (See 
Appendix 2 for examples of easy to computerize exercises). 
The negative aspects of conventional CAL do not mean that 
the computer is only good for a certain method, nor that the computer 
is intrinsically limited. The limitations of conventional CAL reflect 
"limitations in the imagination of t he program writers themselves". 
3.1. 2 Communicative CAL 
These limitations of conventional CAL are overcome by 
communicative CAL in which the computer gives elements of: "caretaker" 
s peech (Underwood, 1984) as one type of feedback and puts emphasis on 
meaning rather than form (see Appendix 3). 
Communicative CAL is based on the assumption that a 
student's language acquisition moves from discourse level to phonology 
of language such as syntax or phonology. In this type of CAL, fluency 
is more important than accuracy. Whil e conventional CAL puts emphasis 
on form, communicative CAL puts emphasis on meaningfulness. 
Robinson (1985) li sts five pedagogical hypotheses: 
(1) Materials should be presented and practised in an integrated 
context rather than in a discrete array i.e., unconnected 
sentences. In Robinson's study, an experi mental group was 
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given a sequenced, chronological narrative about the same two 
characters, and a control group read unconnected sentences 
about different, unrelated characters. Vocabulary and syntax 
used in the sentences in both groups were identical except 
for character names and sequence (see Appendix 4). Results 
showed that the group with the integrated context got higher 
scores. 
(2) The students' attention should be focused on the meaning of 
the material rather than on its grammatical form. Again 1n 
Robinson's study, experimental group practised with material 
involving questions referring to the meaning of the passage, 
while the control group practised without reference to 
meaning (see Appendix 5). The results of the experiments 
mentioned in (1) and (2) showed that integrated (authentic 
and meaningful) material helps students recall the items they 
learned better as in Bower and Clark (1969 from Robinson, 
1985). This is simply because ~people do not communicate in 
disconnected sentences or words. 
(3) Students can relate personally ·to the material, either 
because it contains reference to themselves or to people they 
know rather than the anonymous "Dick and Jane" type (see 
Appendix 6). In the experimental groups, students were asked 
to type in the names of their favourite male TV or movie star 
and their favourite male singer. These names were used by 
the program as key characters in the activities which followed. 
The experimental group showed better results. This 
experiment verified the belief that materials concerning 
students themselves or others known to them are more effective; 
(4) Amusing or emotionally stimulating materials are more 
effective. The experimental group read and answered questions 
about a humorous dialogue and the control group read and 
answered questions about a similar, non-humorous dialogue (see 
Appendix 7). This experiment verified Stevick's argument on 
memory, that the "deeper" the source sentence within a 
I 
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student's personality, the more lasting value it has for 
learning the language. 
(5) Material which students select out of personal interest from 
a menu of topics, rather than material automatically assigned, 
is more effective. In Robinson (1985), the experimental 
group selected one of four stories to read and the control 
group had no choice of story. Activities related to the 
story chosen or assigned (see Appendix 8). This experiment 
supported the conclusion reached by Vance Stevens (1984) that 
given students choice in order of presentation creates a much 
more powerful and effective learning environment. 
The second characteristic of communicative CAL is student 
discovery. In conventional CAL, the teacher acts as a task master and 
an evaluator. Communicative CAL allows students to explore the subject 
matter and offers an environment 1n which they can play with language. 
Logo now has an evaluative measure. CAL material is found to be more 
effective when requiring students to draw inferences, as in problem-
solving. Returning , to Robinson, the experimental group solved 
scrambled-picture puzzles in order to answer questions while the 
control group answered questions based on unscrambled pictures placed · 
before them (see Appendix 9). The result of this experiment suggested 
that active involvement of students in problem-solving and guessing 
will improve linguistic as well as communicative competence. 
Favourable characteristics of communicative CAL, other than 
meaningfulness and student discovery, are: it is flexible; natural 
language is used on screen and off; it does not function as an 
electric page-turner; and it can be fun. 
In communicative CAL, grammar will always be implicit, while 
in conventional CAL it is explicit. Grammatical explanation may be 
available to students on a call-up basis and is only required when the 
computer feels it is needed. 
Still another characteristic of communicative CAL is that it 
encourages students to produce original utterances while conventional 
CAL uses mainly manipulative and prefabricated drills in which 
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students are not required to understand the meaning. 
Feedback in communicative CAL is different from conventional 
CAL. It does not evaluate everything students do. This is termed 
non-evaluative by Pusack. Communicative CAL also avoids telling 
students that they are wrong. The reason for this is that when the 
program says ''wrong, try again", the student's answer may not really 
be wrong, but the program may have anticipated a different, yet correct, 
answer. This does not mean that communicative CAL never gives any 
kind of feedback to indicate that students are wrong. For fluency to 
be successful, "teachers should provide specific sessions when 
correction of widely occuring errors ... will be made and teachers must 
ensure that good spoken and written models of English are provided; 
without such models and opportunities for correction, fluency practice 
runs the risk of producing nothing but a fluent classroom pidgin" 
(Finocchiaro, 1983). Thus CAL should have pedagogical features such 
as spelling correction, morphological correction, etc (see Culley, 
Mulford & Mibury-Steen, 1986). In communicative CAL, there is also 
the caretaker speech type of feedback. It gives gentle hints like 
Terrell's "modeling" or "expansion" (Underwood,1984). For example, 
Mi madre esta de Boston 
?QUIERES DECIR QUE TU MADRE ES DE BOSTON? 
Examples of effective error feedback in communicative CAL could be as 
follows (Robinson, 1985): 
Instead of displaying and/or explaining the correct answer, 
(1) error are located visually on the screen and at the same time 
students are led to discover the correct answer by means of 
graded hints, 
(2) the question is rephrased so as to offer implicit correction 
through modeling within a meaningful context. 
Robinson's experimental group received suggestive rather 
than explicit feedback. On the first o~ second mistrial, the computer 
highlighted the student's answer and asked a question in such a way as 
I 
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to imply the correct answer: 
Program 
Student 
Program 
Student 
What did he do? 
He waked up. 
Who did you say woke up? 
(new response) 
Then, on the third mistrial, the correct answer was shown. In the 
control group, where explicit feedback was given, on the first 
mistrial the student's error was highlighted on the screen with "No es 
correcto. Intenta otra vez (That's not right, try again)". On the 
second mistrial, the correct answer was explicitly stated, and the 
student tried again: 
Program 
Student 
Program 
What did he do? 
He waked up. 
No. He woke up. Try again. 
On the third mistrial, the correct answer was again given. The result 
of the experiment showed that communicating through implication rathe~ 
than simply stating the correct answer is more effective in promoting 
student learning. 
The third form of feedback is to follow a missed item with a 
parallel item rather than repeat the missed item immediately or at the 
end of the exercise. Robinson experimented with four groups: In the 
first one, an error was followed by a parallel item, i.e. same form in 
different context after the second mistrial; the second group stored 
missed items and repeated them at the end of the exercise; the third 
group repeated the same item immediately after the second mistrial; 
and the fourth group stored missed items and repeated them at random 
intervals during the exercise. The feedback used with the first group 
was found to be more effective than the others (see Appendix 10). 
The fourth type of feedback neither tries to "reward" 
students nor to be "cute". "Reward" means congratulatory messages 
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such as "Well done", lights, bells and whistles. When the computer 
becomes "cute'', it says such things as "Oh, la la. Eet eez right" and 
"Outta sight" (Terry's French program, MONIQUE, 1977) to correct 
student response. Emphasis here should be on the student's success in 
using the language and that is sufficient. It was incidentally 
noticed that using a student's name for praise, e.g., "Good, Johnny, 
now try the next one", of criticism during the program is counter-
productive and raises the Affective Filter (Krashen, 1976) considerably. 
In this section the differences between characteristics of 
conventional CAL and communicative CAL have been explained. 
Comparison of feedback in both types shows that feedback of 
communicative CAL makes interaction between the teacher and students 
more natural and effective. 
3 .2 Analysis of CAL as a Syllabus in Relationship with Three 
Factors 
Even in communicative CAL, the syllabus put into the 
computer ranges from the structural type (Robinson, 1985) to the type 
which is close to natural language (Underwood, 1984). 
In this section types of syllabi which could be put into CAL 
will be discussed. 
There are three kinds of syllabus on which CAL could be 
developed: a structural syllabus based on the idea that language is 
classified in terms of grammatical items and that language learning is 
habit formation; a notional-functional syllabus based on the idea that 
language is classified in terms of its usage (functions) and meanings 
and that puts emphasis on the communicative purpose of speech. 
Finally, there is the integrated syllabus (see Robinson for 
"integrated"). This author's idea that language learning is 
transformed to acquisition by three factors: logic, function and 
interaction, (see 1.2.2) suggests that an integrated syllabus 
incorporating these factors should be most directly connected to 
acquisition. 
Theoretically, three types of syllabi could be used in both 
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conventional and communicative CAL, but, in reality, most conventional 
CAL is based on the ~tructural syllabus. In communicative CAL, no 
example was found using the notional-functional ~yllabus. 
The relationship between the three factors with these 
language teaching syllabi is as follows: the structural syllabus is 
made up of logic i~e. logically sequenced grammatical items; the 
notional-functional syllabus makes an attempt to add function to logic; 
and the integrated syllabus attempts to incorporate all three factors, 
that is, logic, function and interaction. 
Both the situational and notional-functional syllabus (see 
Finocchiaro & Brumfit, 1983; see 5.1.4 concerning application of 
notional-functional syllabus to TJFL) have already been well discussed 
in language teaching so this thesis will concentrate on the integrated 
syllabus and provide some examples for use in TJFL (see Blair, 1982 
for other examples of the integrated approach). 
Judging from the trend in language teaching (see 1.1), 
teachers keep the following items in mind when developing CAL 
courseware in order to make it integrated. 
1. Is it meaningful? 
2. Is it communicative? -- Communication between the student and 
the computer should be similar to real life. 
3. Is it interactive and personalized? 
In general traditional education teachers spend 66 per cent 
of their time in activities associated with skill development, 14 per 
cent in social interaction and personalized instruction, and 20 per 
cent in logic (see van Horn, 1976). 
When these data are applied to the language teaching class. 
teachers spend 20 per cent on explanation of core concepts, 66 per 
cent on skill development, and 14 per cent on student interaction. In 
CAL syllabus the same percentages applies: 20 per cent on logic, 66 
Per cent on function, and 14 per cent on interaction. An integrated 
sy llabus could be made with the above percentages for each factor. 
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In developing a CAL syllabus, teachers should think about 
percentage and at the same time make the syllabus integrated. 
A syllabus could be made integrated no matter what level of 
hierarchy of CAL it deals with. In order to match the teacher's 
syllabus to the way students learn, even at a very beginning level, 
the syllabus can be integrated (see Appendix 4 for an example of an 
integrated and non-integrated syllabus; see Appendix 11 as an example 
of beginning integrated syllabus for phonetics class; and see 5.1.4.1 
a~ an example of beginning TPR on CAL. A data-base kanji dictionary 
(see 5.3.3) is an example of how CAL can be integrated at an 
intermediate to advanced level by showing logical relationships 
between kanji characters. Another example at a higher level in 
language skills in general could be using task activities (see 5.1.3 
for an example of task listening and reading CAL). It is more 
effective in promoting acquisition of language skills, when 
task-listening, task-speaking, task-reading, and task-writing 
activities are combined in an integrated syllabus. 
For example, in a simulated situation an English native 
speaker who is learning Japanese and goes to visit a Japanese friend. 
Let's Learn Japanese (Part One & Two) may be a good reference, though 
in the story, a task is not used. In order to make it task-oriented, 
one might include the following; task-writing such as how to fill out 
a quarantine form at the airport; task-reading such as how to read a 
time table in order to get on the Bullet Train; task-listening such as 
how to comprehend an announcements at the airport or train station; 
task-speaking such as making a hotel reservation over the telephone. 
When teachers want to develop the whole course in integrated 
CAL, Appendix 12 could provide a useful guide. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SURVEY OF EXISTING TJFL CAL COURSE (SOFT) WARE 
4.0 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, it was found that good CAL is based 
on an integrated syllabus with three factors: logic (20 %), function 
(66%), and interaction (14 %). 
This chapter attempts to determine the quantity of 
appropriate existing CAL for TJFL. 
The following classification will be made -- there are three 
kinds of CAL: courseware with logic; software for function; and 
. sof tware for interaction. Courseware for logic are CAL which are made 
for the purpose of TJFL or courseware for native speakers of Japanese. 
Functional software is that which could be used to give additional 
opportunities to brush up language skills; interactional software is 
that which could enhance interaction among students thus leading to 
acquisition of Japanese. Here is a more detailed explanation of each 
c lassification (as taken from J. Higgins, 1986 with modifications by 
the author). 
1. Courseware with Logic 
"Logic" is used here to mean that CAL requires a logical 
relationships of concepts in the subject area, and sequenced 
ID technique. Explicit grammar and formal exercises are 
systematically organized and presented for conscious learning. 
Conventional CAL with drill-and-practice based on a structural 
syllabus (see 3.1.1), which teachers are very good at, is 
included here. CAL which is made for teaching Japanese to 
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native speakers is also included here. Two types of language 
are used in courseware with logic: Japanese, the language 
being studied and practised, and the metalanguage (the 
student's first language or Japanese), which is used to talk 
about the target language. In this case only metalanguage is 
used "meaningfully". CAL materials developed at educational 
institution mostly belong here. 
2. Software for Function 
This provides a meaningful context for classroom activities 
and direct experience in exercising language skills. Accuracy 
is not the goal. The software does not progress 
systematically and sequentially. Conscious attention to the 
language or need for memorization vanishes. All types of game 
software aimed at Japanese teaching, reading, discussion and 
decision-taking, as in branching stories (see STORYMAKER in 
2.1.2.3) are included here. 
3. Software for Interaction 
This includes all others not covered by the above-mentioned 
software. They enhance interaction among students and provoke 
oral communication away from the keyboard and outside the 
classroom. Included are problem-solving type and data-base 
type software, which require a lot of readinging to work out 
rules, form and test hypotheses. 
Based on a survey, conducted by the author from 1984-1986, 
of materials in the U.S.A., Australia, and Japan, the level of the 
learners who use CAL materials can roughly be classified as follows: 1. 
Courseware with logic is for introductory and elementary level students; 
2. Software for function is for elementary to intermediate level 
students and 3. Software for interaction is for intermediate to 
advanced level students. 
After the survey, there are only a couple of software 
packages which could be categorized as software for interaction. The 
author's ideas on softwarl 
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For convenience, the author includes courseware for native 
Japanese in courseware with logic, and game software in software for 
function. 
4.1 Courseware with Logic 
4. 1 . 1 PLATO System, University of Illinois, U.S.A., 1960. 
Courseware is available from introductory to elementary 
levels ranging in orthography, morphology, syntax, comprehension and 
games in TJFL. Compared with courseware from other institutions, the 
PLATO system is better equipped having being developed over nearly 
thirty years. The system works like a traditional teacher who gives 
students pre-stored problems. 
For the introductory to elementary level, romanized Japanese 
is used. In teaching scientific Japanese, which could be used for 
intermediate level JSP (Japanese for Special Purposes), PLATO can now 
utilize Japanese script-handling features. 
The courseware certainly does not cover the whole range of 
TJFL, but is mainly for use as an aid to classroom teaching. 
Difficult items for English speakers such as kanji, "keigo (respect 
words)", and drills on particles are covered. 
KAKU is a drill on order and direction of strokes in writing 
kanji on level 1 (The First 2,965 Standard Kanji), and YOOGO is a 
drill on kanji compounds frequently found in Japanese periodicals. 
In PLATO, drills on how to use verbs of being in a simulated 
situation are available. Here students imagine themselves new workers 
in a Japanese advertising agency. The idea is good because it fits 
student interests. There are three lessons on "keigo" but not dealing 
with the whole picture of the "keigo" system in Japanese. 
There are also lessons for those scripts which are 
comparatively easily learned, such as HIRAGANA, KATAKANA, and 
romanization. HIRAGANA has also been converted for the IBM-PC (Hatasa, 
1985). 
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4.1.2 (Mt. Fuji), Stuart High School, Australia, 
1985. 
This is elementary vocabulary courseware specially developed 
for Year 12 students. The computer gives Japanese vocabulary in 
Japanese scripts and students are asked to provide an English 
translation. The questions are asked in English. The purpose of the 
courseware is to learn over 1500 words (in 30 weeks, 50 words per week 
or 10 words a day) for the public examination in Japanese. This is 
conventional CAL with a structural syllabus. 
CHARACTER No: 20F10. WE'EK: 5 DA'( :3 
WHAT IS THE TRANSLATION? 
No. IT IS MT. FUJI 
AND ITS RoMAJI IS FUJISAN (~2l) 
YoUR PR06RESSIVE SCORE IS o/z 
PRtSS RETURN To CONT1Nv£:-
CHARACTER NO:? OFIO.WEEK:5" DA, :3 
WHAT IS THE TRANSLATION? 
REVJSI ON 
THAT 15 CORRECT. 
YouR PRoGRESSIVESCoRE Is '/7 
PRESS RETVRN TO CONTINUE: -
The screen as ·,t 
appears To the 
studer)t. Screen 1 
Shows the famous 
l='uj i sa n and the 
reply -Pro'm the. 
Computer -toY- an 
ihcorr-ect response. 
Screeh 2 : this ti Me 
a correct response. 
The. third charo.cter 
is a subscr-i pted .sh i 
n 
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4.1.3 BEYOND THE RISING SUN · DISCOVERING JAPAN, Roessler, M., 1985. 
Thi s could be of use for all levels of students . It 1 s 
communicative CAL of the si mul ation type. The program gives the 
students the opportunity to place themselves in the role of a Japanese 
young person and allow them to experience some of the typical problems 
a nd successes of growing up 1n Japan. The theme here is the life of 
Japanese between 17 to 27 years old. There are six Japanese characters: 
t hree male and three femal e, from among which students choose one. 
Each c haracter has a different social status. There are three scales: 
s uccess, money and family harmony. Students decide whether they want 
one of these or a balance a mong the three. The computer asks questions, 
a nd each answer will be counted in the score. Though it is slow in 
process ing, this software provides a useful view of a typical Japanese 
life . 
Aki o 
I so --
l 00 ,_ - - - - -
50 ... 
Succe~ 
( O) 
Age - I, 
--- .. - ......... 
m 
Money Hat- W\ony 
(30) (15) 
Your company is e,cpeti h\Qntin3 with 
Gt r-obot th(lt could t--eplace r.ou . 
ttow doyo<..e wish -to react? 
I. Tr-y -to t'\'\o.ke -the. robot- ( ook b°'~· 
1.. R~I a.x Qnd let the b~ decide 
wh°'-r i.S bert 
p,...e~s I ot- Z. 
'(our mothe~ is 
~ -fuctory wot-ker. 
Your -father , s 
a I <l borer- at 
the lish market 
Your -ta."'ily is 
very close . 
You at-e. nowl'7yea.tsold, tv'k\sumi. 
Yo" have ~any thin.gs -to b~ ,hanHul 
.Por--
-- a de voted wife 
-- o. handsome son 
-- a. ~ ood · ob 
-- an ~><ciring prornotion 
-- a I a. r j e a. P.a..- t ""'etit 
-- j ood h~oJth 
( P ress the Spa ct. B <U- t"o c. on t',t1u.e) 
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4.1.4 CAL KANA, Murakami, Japan, 1984. 
This is hiragana and katakana courseware for learning stroke 
order. Courseware follows the procedure of teaching sound through the 
s ilent way. It is in full color. Though it is conventional CAL, it 
is quite a novel trial to apply communicative approach to CAL (see 
5.1.4.2) for value of using the silent way; an idea for improvement 
will be mentioned). 
4.1.5 Use of Existing Software for Japanese Native Speakers in TJFL 
4.1.5.1 rd; .... J+ {:! ,\7 ~ ~ _j (Storekeeper), NHK ETV, Japan, 1986. 
This is for kindergarten children who want to learn a very 
basic vocabulary. It is a story in which the character goes shopping. 
The names of vegetables, etc., come up in hiragana. The package is 
good for introductory JFL students and is in full color. This could 
be integrated when it is used in parallel with the NHK ETV program, 
which this software is based on. 
(toma-ro) 
4.1.5.2 Kanji Reading, Maruyama, Japan, 1986. 
This is to help native Japanese speakers learn kanji 
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compounds which are difficult to read. It is aimed at those who are 
preparing for a university entrance examination. A random generator 
presents 50 sets of kanji compound drills and students enter the 
answer in katakana. If the first 50 sets are learned, another set can 
be typed in by the teacher. Time and message can be changed according 
to the teacher's need. This is a conventional CAL with structural 
syl labus for intermediate students. 
') ) '> -t:. / 9 '',.( I 
))~ /-:1 1) 2'87 
tf '1"J'7 t--'7f ':/ e 
> >> ~1.:;-/ e 
[It v I 
J "/'J II 
(translation) 
( que~tion) 
( the res-t) 
( highest score) 
(Score) 
( cons-t..-uction) 
( pl.lsh kano. key ) 
( pt4Sh I_ ~r pass) 
4.1.5.3 (Mr. Hardworker), Level 1-6, Fujitsu, 
Japan, 1986. 
This is for both Japanese learning English and native 
speakers of English learning Japanese kanji. Results of research done 
by an Englishman who was eager to learn Japanese were incorporated into 
the software. 996 words of educational kanji are arranged from the 
elementary conversational level to a more difficult idiomatic kanji 
level. The merit of this software is that kanji reading is possible 
in both hiragana and in romanization. 
unintegrated conventional CAL. 
It is an example of an 
I 
4.1.5.4 
I 23<t-S"6"1i" 
~ 10111213 
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KAPITAL, Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Japan, 1978. 
The courseware provide supplementary work for the university 
students in English, German. mathematics, physics, and computer science. 
4.1.6 Authoring Package 
4.1.6.1 Light Source, Software Innovation, U.S.A., 1985. 
(See 5.0 f0r how this is used to construct Japanese CAL 
using a Japanese word-processor, EG Word and MacPaint.) 
4.1.6.2 
students. 
CAL System for Macintosh, Defence Force Academy, Australia, 
1986. 
This was originally developed for tertiary level chemistry 
As special graphics are needed for chemistry. the following 
software is required: authoring language (COACH), MacPaint, MacDraw, 
and Thunderscan. This is a GNOSIS (Institute of National Defense, 
Sweden, 1978) type authoring package for· the Macintosh. 
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If this is used with a Japanese word-processor EG Word, it is possible 
to produce Japanese CAL. 
4.1.6.3 EMU, University of Melbourne, Australia, 1984. 
This is a template system with which the teacher types an 
explanation and questions for drills and practice. It cannot handle 
Japanese scripts so that only romanized ,Japanese is possible. 
4.1.6.4 Courseware Processor, Mitaka Gakuen, ~Japan, 1986. 
This is an authoring package developed especially for Mitaka 
Gakuen in collaboration with Fujitsu. 
4.2 Software for Function 
Most game software is on the NEC-PC which is available only 
by directly contacting NEC, Japan. Although the software packages 
which will be mentioned here are not primarily aimed at TJFL CAL, they 
are far better in providing a meaningful, numerous and integrated 
context than CAL found in software for logic. 
4.2.1 Game Software 
Game software is divided into five kinds: action, adventure, 
role-playing, simulation and others. 
4.2.1.1 Action Games 
Action games are very popular among young Japanese. 
Especially where the computer has manipulative and responsive functions, 
young people tend to become addicted to it. 
An action game is one in which you use reflexes, physical 
st rength and finger tips freely. Action games are in full color and 
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are becoming increasingly flamboyant. 
Types of action games are (1) the shooting type, 1n which 
you shoot enemies with a beam or missil es ; (2) the maze type, in which 
you destroy the enemies in a maze or take things and clear the screen; 
(3) the puzzle type, in which you find out the pattern by figuring out 
the order of movement or by taking things; (4) the simulation type, 
si milar to the real environment, e.g., flight or car game; (5) the 
sports type, in which you exercise technique, speed or reflexes, using 
sports games; and (6) the arcade type, such as pinball. 
4.2.1.2. 
2 .1.2.2. 
Adventure Games 
Use of this type of software for EFL has been mentioned in 
The main theme of adventure games is finding something you 
want or saving somebody from danger by solving the riddles. Examples 
r -,, - o 
are: a spy adventure to save a scientist 7 A·~ 7·'J7 -l ( Death Trap), 
Sq uare, Japan, 1986; a detective story to solve a murder case; and a 
science fiction adventure oq a spaceship. 
advanced problem-solving skills. 
They require certain 
The layout of the screen in adventure games is as follows. 
The pictures occupy a large area of the screen while the command area 
is located on the side and the base. 
Players input by typing on the keyboard. There are 
directions such as "kita (north)", "minami (south)", "Kita iku (Go 
north)", "Miru heya (See room)" displayed either in katakana or 
hiragana. English input could be possible, such as "take book" as was 
seen in EFL adventure games (see 2.1.2.2). The multiple choice type 
of questions allows a player to pick from a variety of commands. 
Adventure games can start and end with dialogue between the player and 
characters on the screen. This aspect is not seen in EFL courseware. 
Such games, which put emphasis on dialogue, have commands 
"hanashikakeru (talk to)", "aisatsusuru (greet)", "odateru (flatter)", 
and "odokasu (threaten)", other than just "go", "take", "investigate", 
or "see." 
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I J I.. ~ 
; -# PtJ"·i;, o 7k 11 t ') tt 'd " , o 
J 
explanation of the picture 
commands 
( tr-an s I a.ti on ) 
(''move'') 
( " ") see 
( '' i n v es t i ga t e " ) 
( "take" ) 
( "put" ) 
("There is a well. No wate r 
comes up.") 
Recently, most adventure games are in katakana, hiragana or . 
in hiragana, katakana, and kanji. They are all in full color and 
animation techniques are used. 
Since adventure games require an ability to read quickly, 
intermediate JFL students could make use of them. They are good for 
acquiring colloquial Japanese through reading. 
There are elements of Japanese culture in some software: a 
couple of shrines shown in rl:'.:.72/i7 <T) 1i!, .J (The Riddle of Hiranya), 
Pony, Japan, 1986. In r9 A 6... · ')''- / _J (Time Zone), Starcraft, 
Japan, 1986, the player meets sword-carrying samurai when he goes AD 
1400, Japan. 
r;1,tp 27'1 1J- ''/7-... /Kyoto Mystery Tour), Luna, Japan 
requires knowledge of the geography of Kyoto and old Japanese such as 
haiku or "waka" poetic writing. The Kydto dialect also appears. 
,( Cl 
I \ 
A 
1 
'} fJ 3 
I~ 
L, 
'I 
3 ~ :::t 'J a,,,~ ('RE T J • 
( A{ter .p·,nisk rE~din3, 
pusn(ret<A~~]) 
4.2.1.3. Role-Playing Games 
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~ 
( Sopar'lese Q.I ph~~et) 
These do not have any s pecific screen layout, fixed 
procedure or fixed rules. There are various formats, such as action, · 
adventure or other types of game. Some characteristics of 
role-playing games are magic, dragons and mazes. In attacking, 
defending, reincarnating, moving, or whatever action the player takes, 
magic is required. Mazes require a lot of map drawing, otherwise the 
player cannot escape. The merit of a role-playing games is that the 
player can be a different person and also he / she can go on an 
adventure in a group. In making up the group, the player decides the 
occupation of each member, e.g., fighter, witch, priest or thief, etc. 
Also in some cases, different characters should be chosen, such as 
human being, elf or dwarf in which all have different abilites and 
characteristics. While going on an adventure, the player takes up 
items with which he / she is able to use magi c or come to have various 
powers. 
"Experience" is an aspect of a character telling how much 
h / s he grows up. The player goes through a dungeon to achieve the 
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objective. Intermediate JFL students could enjoy role-playing games 
though quick response is needed. 
4.2.1.4 Simulation Games 
Games which recreate a real situation such as a flight 
si mulator or management simulation are considered here. 
(Nobunaga's Ambition), Koei, Japan, 1986, 
could be used in TJFL for advanced students who are learning "The Age 
of Civil Warsn in order to simulate how War Lords ruled in the Feudal 
Age. Students should know a sufficient number of kanji characters in 
order to respond quickly to the game. Questions are written in 
different dialects depending on where the students are. 
4.2.1.5 
1986, 
Other Garnes 
r tt .J Popular % (Go Game), Victor Ongaku Sangyo, Japan, 
(Shogi Game), Enix, Japan, 1986, and crossword 
puzzles could be used as part of cultural CAL. 
4.3 Software for Interaction 
The only software found fo~ TJFL are the following: 
4.3.1 (Doctor) 
This simplified version of ELIZA, developed in Logo, is a 
good example of how the computer behaves as if it were intelligent, 
Y t cannot interact with real human beings in an intellectual, flexible, 
and meaningful conversation. The software can at best only assist 
students to learn about real human interactions. 
Below is an example of interaction between students and the 
computer. At the end, students make fun of the computer (Saeki, 1986). 
TJFL students also could enjoy this. 
' I • 
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r~ ,( 1:. -Sl JO ~ t-S t S<t= L, 1 < i:.'~\, ,0 t''<7)J7tilt7L;'t7t~ .. 1v-r··1v~O_J 
HELLO. RELAX. HOW IS YOUR CONDITION? 
-J(d "t,\kttJ~ l0)1'\9o 
I cannot sleep. 
t:rt" fl t J\ , r " 1 7 v1) z ,, cf ~7'\ _J 
YOU CANNOT SLEEP? 
- t ~1''90 
Yes, that's right. 
rt rttl 2. l ~ J Lt~n.oj 
THAT'S TOO BAD. 
- i) t :_ l t l ) r: I,, ) o 
I have a headache, too. 
r !>tci I~ t:''L / z''fd. .. < , (:''}1 -C''l f £ii~ l -St:, lj ~ 2 L t7·f ~ 9 J 9 O.J 
IT'S NOT ONLY YOU, ANYBODY CAN FEEL LIKE THAT. 
-ht: llt r<~,~1··9 o 
I am an exception. 
rt.''7 l ( tlvrd.· 2 rv--;·l 1i._901··1'J~o_j 
HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT? 
- &) ~ 3 (; ': df}IJ~' ~(/)'J 0 
I wake up at 3 o'clock · in the morning. 
r &) ~ 3 (.;' l: if; iJ'( 2?1)?;; , T , h t:J '\st;~ ) re/ (9) ., _J 
YOU WAKE UP AT 3 O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING? I DON'T UNDERSTAND. 
- f k1 9) ~ ? 7 .') J E, 9 {) 0 
Then I go jogging. 
rt kt- L;l .:: ;i~ J Lt:. Q . .J 
THAT'S A PROBLEM . 
. 
- B -rJ tJ \ I)~- ct"') r = 0 
I am hungry. . 
r J,' r .i -Jf' Q )' 9 L I t-:.. C l j ' c· 7 L I 7 ~ l. ·c ""if V '> 0 J 
WHAT DO YOU MEAN, YOU ARE HUNGRY? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
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I want to eat ri ce . 
r ',1 l -t I I+,\'' r ' r -, 
'- d.-.f\..//J ~"' :.l)., l \ 
YOU WANT TO EAT RICE? I DON'T UNDERSTAND. 
Are you a Japanes e? 
rt , 'C ( ,b L< ( J t J L 1 < .ft l -t!./.,)J ~o J 
WILL YOU EXPLAIN MORE IN DETAIL? 
- L(J.,,(} f i_ LI l,: 
Don't be silly. 
r r t i ,,l I t d .. l I 1 ,• z ·· 1 ., 7 ! J 
ARE YOU SAYING DON'T BE S ILLY? 
- I t-: 1 I l l l ) < 0 b ~ 
What is 1 + 1 ? 
r' r~ q I l ;1 l ) < 1 IJ'\-, T \ h 7J')S 1j~) tJ 0 o_J 
WHAT IS 1 + 1 ? I DON ' T UNDERSTAN D. 
- l ~ Av (;'--; l J ~ ~ i T ~ti ~ 0 
Today i s fine . 
1 l ~ fi'> l =. rel l = fJ ~ f; ~ l <f fJ "'>~ J 
ANYTHING ELSE? 
- ~<1) 7 t i!l 1 ""(.{_f"J 9 , 
Yesterday was fine. 
r~<07l -t!~iZA./d?ClJ _ t."')L i-)-::.rrto>,_J 
WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY YESTERDAY WAS FINE? 
4 . 3 .2 Machine Translation CAI Sy s t e m 
When the Japanese-Engli s h MT s y s t e m i s used, students input 
a Japanese sentence which they do not understand ( t he system can 
respond to r e latively free s entenc e s and i s a n exampl e of generative 
L 
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CAL); the system provides grammatical advice with English translation. 
This is a CAL applying counselling learning technique (see 5.1.4). 
It is used as an expert translation consultant which can 
offer useful advice. The system can be used for post-elementary 
students up to advanced level. The MT system is technically an 
ambitious trial; it is data-base type of software which enables 
students to try out their hypotheses. 
4.4 Summary 
The survey in this chapter shows that most CAL packages are 
not integrated, excepting software for function of adventure games. 
Adventure games provide a meaningful, humorous, context with 
problem-solving activity. The use of game software for CAL help 
provides a good environment. CAL of the adventure game type should be 
incorporated more widely into language teaching. 
The other fact which is found out from the survey is that 
courseware tends to include only one of the factors mentioned in 
Chapter 1. Ideally, within one CAL courseware package, elements of 
logic, function and interaction should be integrated in the optimal 
percentages (see 3.2). 
In Chapter 5, possible improvements and suggestions for TJFL 
CAL based on the survey in this chapter will be proposed. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT AND IDEAS FOR CAL IN TJFL 
5. 0 Introduction 
This chapter states some problems of TJFL CAL in English-
s peaking countries and of TJFL in general. Then the author goes on to 
give suggestions for improving the existing software mentioned in 
Chapter 4. The point here is to improve them and not to create a 
whole new CAL system. For that, teachers should include the right 
percentage of the three necessary factors within the software and make 
one integrated CAL package suitable to their own lesson plans. 
The first specific problem is caused by the li~itations of 
computer hardware and software. Computers used in English-speaking 
countries are all built on a one-byte-per-character system which is 
applicable only to languages with a restricted character set. 
Japanese characters (kanji) are far too numerous to conform to this 
representation and require two bytes of storage to represent each 
charqcter. A byte is a unit of computer memory storage capable of 
representing any one of 256 distinct values and thus capable of 
i~epresenting characters in Western alphabets. The number of 
characters which can be represented using two bytes is 256 multipled 
by 256 i.e. 65,336. When exported from Japan, most of the mainframe 
and minicomputers disable the part of the machine which is usable for 
-~8nese characters. Thus teachers who want to develop Japanese CAL 
have problems finding an appropriate computer to deal with Japanese 
fonts. If the computers does not have an inner mechanism to process 
Japanese characters, and does not have any applicable Japanese 
word-processing software, it is useless to think about developing CAL 
using that particular computer unless teachers are capable of 
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programming. 
Other than the problem of different systems, there is 
another specific problem which arises from the cqmplexity of Japanese 
orthography. Even if teachers can find an appropriate computer and 
word-processing software (In English-speaking countries, 
microcomputers such as the Macintosh or IBM-PC are easily accesible; 
EG Word, Cannon, 1985 is a Japanese word processor dealing only with 
level-1 kanji), and are ready to implement Japanese CAL, it is still 3 
times or more time-consuming to process Japanese. Here is one example 
of the necessary steps in using EG Word package: First, you look at 
the script which is written in Japanese (It could be written in 
romanized Japanese, etc). As you type in, you change the script into 
sound and romanize it in your mind, then type it through the keyboard 
which is arranged in the QWERTY order (vowels and consonants together). 
As a Japanese syllable generally consists of consonant and vowel, it 
might save energy if the vowels were arranged in one line. Output on 
the screen is in hiragana. When you finish typing in the whole 
sentence the software automatically adds the appropriate Chinese 
characters. At this stage, the EG Word system is not developed enough 
to change the given clusters of hiragana into the right kanji 
characters. The operator has to provide the computer with the correct 
answer. Initially you might have to go to the trouble of consulting 
the dictionary on the disk a couple of times or more. The benefit of 
spending time on such.corrections is that the next time you have the 
same cluster of hiragana, the computer will automatically use the 
right Chinese characters. Thus the dictionary in the computer learns 
accurately what you have taught it and changes the content of the 
dictionary accordingly to your needs. 
From the point of view of neurolinguistics, the above 
process could be described (see Unger, 1985) as using the 
left-hemisphere of the brain to change the script into romanization, 
using the right-hemisphere for touch typing, and using left and 
right-hemispheres by turns to change into Chinese characters. Thus, 
the process is more complicated than typing English into the computer 
I 
I 
i 
I 
! 
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which only requires the use of right-hemisphere as "any reference to 
the shape or function of kanji actually slows down input because it 
interferes with those subliminal kinesthetic skills that make touch 
yping viable" (Unger, 1986). 
In addition to the above-mentioned process, teachers have to 
use an authoring package to transfer Japanese characters from the 
word-processor software, as the authoring package to produce CAL only 
works on English. (This author uses "Light Source", Software 
Innovations, 1985, which works on a Macintosh, as it is easily 
, accessible on campus). If the teacher wants to put some pictures on 
CAL materials, MacPaint could be usd. However, using 3 disks of EG 
Word, MacPaint, and Light Source could be very time-consuming for the 
teacher. 
This is not so if the teacher can afford to import a 
Japanese computer and the CAL system designed for Japanese characters 
(PLATO, CDC, Japan, 1984; LEARN UP, . Univac, Japan, 1984; IVIS, DEC, 
Japan; LESSON WRITER, NEC, Japan). As for mainframes, the university 
of Illinois has been developing Japanese CAL under the PLATO system 
using Japanese characters (see Unger, 1985). 
Another point which could could be closely connected with 
the limitations of computer hardware, software and TJFL is the 
controversy over whether to use romanized Japanese. This matters 
especially in CAL because some teachers who agree to use romanized 
Japanese throughout the course find little problem in getting hold of 
an authoring package for mini or microcomputers in English-speaking 
countries. 
This author takes the position that one should use Japanese 
characters from the beginning, or alternatively, limit the use of 
romanized Japanese to the first couple of days while students learn 
that Japanese is a syllable-timed language i.e., each syllable 
consists of consonant and vowel, just to show that it has a different 
sound system from English. · 
The merit of teaching Japanese ~haracters are that 
I 
I 
I 
i 
J 
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romanization is not a pure Japanese inscription: 
(1) Both kanji and hiragana are used in Japanese; 
(2) Katakana is u sed for names of places, persons, foreign 
countries, borrowed words, onomatopoetic words. and for special 
emphasis on native words; 
(3) Romanization is only used when the matter has something to 
do with a foreign country or a foreigner, e.g. passport signature, 
names of places and persons of Japanese in English sentences, address 
on an envelope forwarded to a foreign country, and so on. Among 
Japanese, romanization is not used. 
(4) Romanization taught in primary and junior high school in 
Japan is to aid the learning of English. 
Another reason for limiting or eliminating romanization 
concerns TJFL. Students who learn 7 [ t-a J , ') [ r i J , 
II/ [ r u ] , [ re J , 0 [ ro] sounds have difficulty because 
English [ r ] is different from the Japanese sound. 
character is used, there will be no mixing together. 
If the Japanese 
The other fact which supports the use of Japanese characters 
in TJFL is that progress in acquiring Japanese halts at a certain 
stage when romanization is used because romanization loses the 
inferences inherent to kanj i, e.g., J:__ [ hi ] and ').(} [ kaji ] 
are related through kanji 
[ kaj i ] . 
~;:_ but not through romanized [ hi ] or 
Given the above-mentioned reasons, this author would prefer 
to see a much wider use of Japanese characters. All the previous 
discussion of fonts should be solved before making CAL or using CAL 
courseware. 
In addition to the above-mentioned difficulties caused by 
the limitations of computer hardware and software, something which 
should also be taken into consideration is the method of TJFL. 
Another point that should be mentioned in TJFL other than 
romanization is that the teacher should know what are difficult items 
I 
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for the students, for example, katakana words (borrowed words from the 
West), kanji (see 5.1.2), ''keigo" ( see 5 .2. 3 ), a nd in advanced level, 
discourse (see 5.3.1). One suggestion here is that consideration be 
given to reducing the impression that Japanese is difficult. Much 
more thought should be spent in making good CAL for difficult items 
and CAL which could reduce pressure on students learning Japanese at a 
certain level (see 5.1.1 ). 
Thought should also be given to the value of transferring 
all TEFL techniques to TJFL in light of the differences between 
Japanese and English. Attempts to apply a communicative approach to 
CAL will be made concerning TPR, the silent way, community 
counselling learning, the functional-notional syllabus and "imagery" 
(Stevick, 1986) (see 5.1.4). 
In the following section, potential improvements to existing 
CAL will be mentioned. The major improvement is to make CAL integrated. 
In order to do this, the author adds some elements to each type of 
course (soft) ware as classified in Chapter 4. These are the elements 
mentioned in Chapter 3 (see 3.2 and Appendix 2-11) as characteristics 
of good CAL in communicative CAL: "meaningfulness" to software with 
logic; "communicative" to software for function, and "personalization" 
for software for interaction. 
5.1 Software with Logic 
5.1.1 Katakana Words 
This is an idea for CAL whi ch makes use of a relatively 
common phenomenon among Japanese talking in Japanese to foreigners. 
lt is to help remedy the psyc hologi cal frustration of elementary 
students, i.e., there is usually a wid e gap between a student's 
intellectual level and his Japanese ability which causes frustration. 
This courseware could substitute English 1n the midd le of a Japanese 
sentence and so increase temporarily t he vocabulary that the native 
s peaker of English can use. 
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For example: t:.' +t ,, t extend g~o 
( ' I ' extend the visa. 
t:' 11·' ~ extension 9~0 
( , I ask for ' t he exte nsion of the visa. ) 
5.1.2 Kanji CAL 
As kanji learning is thought to be a difficulty by students 
(see 5.0), it is the teacher's responsibility to destroy this idea at 
the very beginning. It is better to start usi ng kanji as soon as 
possible, perhaps immediately after students learn hiragana and 
katakana. If 1500 kanji must be learned in the first year, the 
teacher should motivate students to deve lop the habit of self-teaching. 
In this case, there should be very good CAL lessons on kanji so that 
students can practise daily. 
In order to make it meaningful to students, the following 
ideas could be incorporated: 
(1) CAL could present a menu in whi ch there is some choice of 
subject area, e.g., science, law, politi cs, economi cs, anq so on; 
(2) A humorous elements could be incorporated by introducing 
kanji formation using animation techniques. 
(moul"\tQ.1W\) (Sun) ~ ( wo:;4n) fJ: t!3 ~ J_\ 0 ~ 8 
(r;v~r-) (Moon) 
~(rno!er)-l!j-/ff -t ) 'I /) -) ~ 
~l ( tree.) (eye) § A_ (per_;o") j___ 
-:, ~ (0) ~ 
~ 
Another technique can be to superimpose pictographic kanji on 
a TV screen. 
i 
I. 
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(fish) (horse) 
(bird) 
Interactive video-assisted learning could be used to learn 
kanji since Tsukuba University has already developed videos on how 
kanji are constructed (The video describes by animation how each part 
of a kanji comes togethr to form a whole). 
(3) Choose a vocabulary which 1s more real to students. Ideas 
such as learning to read the names of railway stations are far more 
practical since students do not have to say "Osakaiki no kippu o 
kudasai (Please give me a ticket to Osaka)". To get a ticket, one 
goes to a vending machine. To be able to distinguish kanji such as 
(super express train), and (express train) from· 1% ~' 
tt· '-:,_ 
'e1~ 
(ordinary train), instead of being able to say them, is far 
more useful and motivating. 
(4) Kanji of a logical combination could be introduced in a story 
For example, the following 
explaining their logical combination. 
kanji could be in one story so that each kanji will not be presented 
in an unrelated order. 
----- forest 8~ ----- bright 1~ ----- to rest 
----- to like 
child 
---------------
7. ~ shows three trees and it means 
-0- child represents mother's 
to mean '' to 1 i ke', ~..;- ; EJJ:j shows 
together and it means "bright,,; 1*' 
tree ~ and means "to rest,,. ) 
"forest"; -if woman and 
love for her child and so comes 
the sun E] and the moon fJ 
shows the man ~ is by the 
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~ Q. R<J)tfl:, ::~0;KJJ"·&)~ icr:. 0 -tJ(l)f'C0-1~1J\'';K.<l)f(J:·-(1J-~1·· 
l ) l L f:. o ::. /J J J/f l J ( =- '(_rt 1[) ~ f; I z ~ ) J Lr: 0 EJ -1)\'' L 1·t 7 t q ~ 'C. ~ 1) '\'' 
J>, 1 ~ l (_J :_ • El t ~ ·( } ,r,J ~ l J C[ l B faJ {) ( ~ ~ J L t: . 
(Once upon a time there were three trees in the forests. A 
woman and her child were sitting by the tree resting. They like each 
other very mu c h. When the sun was falling and the moon rising, it 
became very bright with them both together.) 
The di fficulty lies in teaching intermediate to advanced 
kanji of level 1-2 and further. Learning kanji at this level depends 
on stud~nts' efforts with the dictionary and learning kanji one by one. 
For ideas about a data-base kanji dictionary, 1n which logical 
relationships between kanji are shown clearly as an integrated system, 
see 5.3 . 3. 
5.1 .3 Task-Practice CAL 
Comprehens~on CAL in PLATO is a conventional type centred on 
grammar dealing with confusing expressions based on Beginning Japanese 
(Jorden, 1963). It could be integrated by incorporating task practice 
(see 3.2 for an example for integrated task skills). The merit of 
task practice is that it r equires the use of language in order to 
achieve the objective. Attention is focused on the activity itself 
and not on the form of language. Confusing expressions could be 
unscrambled in the task-listening practice instead of showing them as 
they are presented in the text. For example, the following coud be 
used as both a task-listening and reading exercise. The menu with a 
vocabulary dictionary and kanji stroke order could be included: 
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A worksheet with a Shinkansen Bullet Train time-table could 
be another possible task-reading practice; task-writing is possible 
with a worksheet similar to the front page of a postcard. 
5. 1 . 4 Attempt to Apply the Communicative Approach to CAL 
Firstly, the author would like to explain her idea about the 
communicative approach itself before writing about its use in CAL. 
From personal teaching experience arose the idea that different 
methods of communicative approach should be used in each stage of 
speaking skill development. TPR is appropriate for introductory to 
elementary levels; the silent way is appropriate for elementary to 
intermediate; and community counselling learning is good for advanced 
free conversation skills. For these terms only the points relevant to 
CAL will be explained below. 
Considering the application of communicative approach in 
Japanese CAL, one regrests that the limitations of computers which at 
this stage cannot process natural language, and moreover, cannot 
perceive as a human being. Consequently, the communicative approach 
is not fully effective. 
TPR requires a lot of movement by students, and the computer 
should be able to perceive this movement. However, it cannot. (Though 
an attempt to use movement in CAL will be mentioned in a later part of 
this section). 
The silent way requires students to read a lot, and the 
computer can produce colorful scripts on the screen, but the Japanese 
sound has not be incorporated in CAL KANA (see 4.1.4). 
Community counselling learning requires the use of a tape 
recorder; at this stage, CAL cannot benefit from this method (see 4.3.2 
for the only example). 
CAL might benefit from suggestology 6 (see Lozanov, 1978) by 
its way of displaying a syllabus: Japanese and the native language 
translation with the main grammar points underlined. It is very 
important to give a bird's-eye view of the system of language at an 
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ear ly stage when teaching so as to give psychological reassurance to 
students. If students know how mu ch they should learn to acquire the 
language, it is a relief, and preferable to giving a tremendous amount 
of drills which seem to go on forever. With this suggestological way 
of presenting syllabus, CAL for concise Japanese grammar could be a 
good reference for students as a data-base type of software. The 
important point here is to integrate it. See 5 . 3.3 for a data-base 
kanji dictionary and how logical concepts of language can be _integrated. 
The problems of transferring TEFL techniques to TJFL were 
mentioned in 5.0. Concerning Stevick's idea of "imagery", if it is 
used in a TJFL classroom, the teacher should pay attention not just to 
the imagery which students receive from the sentences uttered, but 
also the imagery between the lines or outside the utterance itself. 
In CAL, interactive video-assisted learning with facial expression and 
gesture might help to cope wi th the imagery of individual students. 
Thus a language like Japanese, whi ch expresses itself not only through 
the words themselves but also through the accompanying behviour, 
should not employ exactly t he same teaching techniques as a language 
whose main focus is the language as it is expressed. 
The idea of "imagery" could be concretized by using sound 
effects: it could be the teacher reading a paragraph which produces 
images in the student's mind or it could be a tape recorder. However, 
using this classroom idea in CAL is not possible at this stage. 
Another example of the problem in transferring TEFL 
techniques to TJFL is using a notional-functional syllabus for 
introductory and elementary students. It might be beneficial to 
quickly introduce speaking skills, but for intermediate and advanced 
level, it may not be appropriate. Japanese asks students to read 
between the lines and go beyond the simple statement to a deeper, more 
8. This is not the main c haracteristic of suggestology. It is a 
scientific way of teaching a nd its characteristics are shown mainly 
in the way the syllabus is read by the teacher and its background 
music, which produces~ -waves in the brain to accelerate learning. 
Vocabulary can be learned effectively through this method. CAL 
cannot benefit from these main characteristics. 
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covert meaning which can only be fully understood by examining human 
relationships. 
The following is one suggestion on how to apply TPR to CAL 
and make it integrated and also includes a comment on existing CAL 
which uses the silent way. 
5.1.4.1 TPR 
The computer could be Macintosh or any other PC; here is an 
attempt to use "famicom" 9 in CAL. 
"Famicom" is a manipulative game using a joy stick. Only 
the fingers are used in the original version. From this developed a 
family trainer in which the player jumps or runs on the control 
mattress in order to manipulate the characters, human, animals or 
monsters, on the screen. The player puts a cassette tape into the 
"famicom", which is connented to the control n1attress. This enables a 
group to enjoy the game rather than just one person, and thus enhances 
oral interaction (whether it is in Japanese or a student's first 
language). Software ~uch as "Marathon, Jogging", "Gymnastics, 
Aerobics", etc. are in preparation. 
The "famicom" "with or without a control mattress) could be 
modified for use in teaching introductory Japanese with TPR. Elements 
of physical fitness may be favourable even to adult students whereas, 
9. "Famicom" has been in vogue since 1983 in Japan, previously as a 
computer game. It is popular and cheap. Nintendo started 
marketing it ¥10,000 (A$100) in September, 1985. Eight million 
units were sold within 10 months. The disk drive only costs 
¥15,000 (A$150).and the disk card with the soft programs costs 
¥2600 (A$26) -- the advantage of a disk card over the conventional 
ROM-cassette software is that the programs can be rewritten by a 
diskwriter at any disk system sales outlet for only ¥500 (A$5) per 
program. Some entrepreneurs think that "famicom" should not be 
used just for computer games. The idea is to network 8 million 
homes in order to meet educational, health , social welfare, 
shopping and eventually banking needs. A popular cramming shcool 
group, Kuman, has developed kanji CAL -- this could be a benefit to 
foreigner learning Japanese in Japanese though software is for 
native speakers. 
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in the TPR classroom, adults tend to be shy, though at this stage, 
"famicom" with only a control ma ttress does have the advantage of 
providing interaction betwee n stud ents (see 5.3.5). 
A tape recorde r could be attached to the "famicom" to 
provide sound. After each command , students copy the action shown on 
the TV screen through animation. If students like competition, the 
student who performs a wrong action could remove himself / herself from 
the game and the remaining students could continue to participate. 
Students who do not want to be judged could play at their own pace. 
The following is a brief explanation of an integrated 
syllabus of a 20 minute TPR lesson which could be used with "famicom". 
In total, 19 commands and 16 items of vocabulary are 
introduced. The syllabus is integrated because the commands 
introduced in Step 1 are finally accumul ated in Step 4 which simulates 
getting on the bus. 
Step 1 introduces command s, vocabulary, and expressions as follows: 
Commands 
Japanese (English translation) 
1. Tatte kudasai. 1. Stand up. 
2. Suwatte kudasai~ 2. Sit down. 
3. Mawatte kudasai 0 3. Turn around. 
4. Migite o agete kudasai. 4. Raise your right hand. 
5. Oroshite kudasai 0 5. Put your hand down. 
6. --- no hoe itte kudasaio 6. Go to---. 
7. Seki ni modotte kudasai. 7. Go back to your seat. 
Vocabulary 
1. migite 1. right hand 
2. hidarite 2. left hand 
Expressions 
1. minasan 1. everybody 
2. Ohayo gozaimas u / Kombanwa 0 2. Good morning / evening. 
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3. mo ichidoo 3. Once more. 
4. Arigato 0 4. Thank you. 
Activities are apparent and are similar to all introductory 
language classes so that students have no difficulty in guessing the 
actions. 
New items in Step 2 are as follows: 
Commands 
Japanese 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
o sashite kudasai 0 
o mite kudasai 0 
o tot te kudasa i 0 
(English translation) 
8. Point to---. 
9. Look at---. 
10. Take a---. 
11. ---(san) ni watashite kudasai 0 Jl. Give it to(Mr. / Ms.) 
12. doa o akete kudasai. 12. Open the door. 
13. doa o shimete kudasaio 13. Shut the door. 
Vocabulary 
3 . - 3. teacher sense 
4. tokei 4. watch 
5. kaisuken 5. coupon ticket 
6. teburu 6. table 
7 . isu 7 . chair 
8 . jidosha 8. car 
9. doa 9. door 
A pattern such as "Kore wa --- desu (This is a---)" is used 
to introduce new vocabulary. 
In Step 3 activities become more natural. Each student 
drives his/her car. Commands and vocabulary introduced in Step 3 are 
as follows: 
14. Handoru o nigitte kudasai 0 14. Hold a handle. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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15. Jidosha o sutatosasete kudasai., 15. Start the car. 
16. --- ni magatte kudasa~ 16. Turn to the---. 
17. Kurakushon o narashite kudasa~ 17. Sound the horn. 
18. Jidosha o tomete kudasai. 18. Stop the car. 
Vocabulary 
10. kurakushon 10. horn 
11. handoru 11. handle 
12. untenshu 12. driver 
be useful. 
Group activity such as getting in a car and driving off may 
A pattern such as"--- san wa untenshu san desu (Mr. / Ms. 
--- is the driver)" is used to introduce the student's role. 
In Step 4 the situation is getting on a bus. 
commands, vocabulary and expressions are introduced: 
The following 
Command 
Japanese 
19. beru o oshite kudasaio 
Vocabulary 
13. basu 
14. beru 
15. jikokuhy6 
16. teryujo 
Expressions 
5. Ah, basu ga kimashita. 
6. Basu ga tomarimashita. 
I • Ah, Tokyo desuo 
(English translation) 
19. Push the bell. 
13. bus 
14. bell 
15. time table 
16. (bus)stop 
5. Oh, the bus lS coming. 
6. The bus stopped. 
7. Oh, it's Tokyo. 
Commands are given in the following order: 
I! 
I! 
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.Japanese 
san to --- san teryujo no hoe 
itte kudasai 0 
Jikokuhyo O mite kudasaio 
Toke o mite kudasai. 
(Ah, basu ga kimashita 0 ) 
-- san migite o agete kudasaio 
(Basu ga tomarimashita 0 ) 
Basu no untenshu san, doa o akete 
kudasai 0 
--- san, basu no untenshu san n1 
kaisuken o watashite kudasaio 
--- san, suwatte kudasai. 
Basu no untenshu san, handoru o 
nigitte basu o sutatosasete kudasaio 
Migi ni magatte kudasa~ 
Hidari ni magatte kudasai. 
Kurakushon o narashite kudasaio 
(Ah, Tokyo desu.) 
san, beru o oshite kudasaio 
Untenshu san, basu o tomete kudasa~ 
(Parentheses are expressions) 
(English translation) 
Mr. / Ms. --- and Mr. / 
Ms. ---, go to the 
bus stop. 
Look at the time 
table . 
Look at (your) watch. 
(Oh, the bus is 
coming. ) 
Mr. / Ms. ---, raise 
(your) right hand. 
(The bus stopped.) 
Bus driver, open the 
door. 
Mr. / Ms. , give a 
coupon ticket to the 
bus driver. 
Mr. / Ms. 
down. 
sit 
Bus driver, grasp 
the handle, and 
start the bus. 
Turn to the right. 
Turn to the left. 
Sound the horn. 
(Oh, it's Tokyo.) 
Mr. / Ms. ---, push the 
button. 
Bus driver, stop the 
bus. 
Another idea for using TPR to . CAL is to display pictures on 
the screen such as a kitchen, supermarket, town, airport or farm, or 
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alternatively graphics such as a calendar, Japanese alphabet, a map of 
Japan or world map (see DIDASKO, 1984). The pictures show characters 
whom students move and the computer, using an attached tape-recorder, 
provides commands such as r 1 '-{fj ::_ Iv ~ '6 rtr l:.. Ji 't, J Tr~\..- )0 _} Put mother 
in the kitchen). Students move the character by dragging a mouse. If 
the answer is not right, the computer could make a different sound. 
This kind of activity enables students not only to enlarge their 
vocabulary and to learn grammatical structure, but also gives 
situations out of the classroom. If "famicom" is used, role-playing 
is possible and more than one person can participate, which is good 
for interaction (see 5.3.5). 
5.1.4.2 The Silent Way 
CAL KANA (Murakami, 1984} (see 4.1.4), after some 
experimental lessons with foreign students, was judged effective, but 
there are limitations of technology and teaching which are as follows: 
(1) A sound synthesizer was not incorporated so that it was hard 
for students to guess the Japanese sound; 
(2) The effectiveness of using the silent way given the 
tremendous time spent on producing various colors should be discussed. 
If the courseware deals only with hiragana and katakana, the silent 
way might demand too much effort with too little effectiveness. If 
the courseware is developed with the goal of developing speaking 
skills to intermediate level, use of the silent way might then be 
justified. 
Sooner or later a sound synthesizer will be added to the 
silent way; the following CAL lesson might then be possible. When a 
screen shows a silent way chart, students use a mouse to point out a 
character, a word, or a sentence in Japanese scripts and use these to 
make up a sentence. When students click- the mouse, the computer 
displays the whole sentence on a new screen, and pronounces the 
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sentence. It would be preferable for knowledge of Japanese syntax to 
be available so that the computer could say whether the sentence is 
right or wrong. 
5. 1 . 5 Comment on the Use of Existing Courseware for Native 
Japanese Speakers to TJFL 
There are differences in teaching procedure and technique 
between teaching Japanese to native speakers of Japanese and teaching 
Japanese to English speaking students. This is similar to the 
difference between TEFL and teaching English to native speakers of 
English. This difference should be taken into account when developing 
CAL and when using existing courseware. 
primary schools, when teaching 
For example, in Japanese 
, there are three ways of 
reading it in: "on" and "kun" reading, such as "o-o" as in K~ \,,, 
~ ~-[o-o-ki-i], "da-i" as in ,  [d . k ] "t . " a-1-ga- u , a-1 as in -}(_ -t(} 
[ta-i-se-tsu], and these could be taught at the same time. For TJFL, 
k~ when /'-.._']_;' [da-i-ga-ku] appears in a text, only one way of 
reading j(__ could be taught. 
5.2 Software for Function 
5.2.0 Introduction 
Existing software for function provides a more meaningful 
and integrated context than any other type of software. If there is a 
limitation, it is in the type of "communication" taking place between 
the computer and students. Even in adventure games interaction between 
the computer and student is not natural because of limitations of 
technology. Even with the latest developments of technology, it is 
far from realizing natural language interaction. 
In developing EXCALIBUR (Expert System Computer Assisted 
Learning and Instructional Base for Universities and the Real World) 
(see Richards, T., 1986), game theory (mathematics} is used instead of 
discourse theory (linguistics) in order to give educational 
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interaction between students and computer. Educational interaction 
here is not casual chit-chat, but takes certain forms of interaction 
from which students will learn. In language teaching CAL, the target 
is chit-chat type natural language processing. 
Other than this limitation, which is difficult to overcome 
at this stage, software for function could provide a good environment 
for acquisition, especially through adventure games. In this section 
the author give examples of application of game software to TJFL. 
5.2.1 Action Games 
Though action games do not usually have visible or audible 
Japanese characters and they may not be for serious Japanese study, 
there are some ideas for developing CAL in action games. There is 
software which makes sounds. ( Quest ) , 1 9 8 6 , 
based ori a love story in ancient times in which a primitive man Zoru 
goes to rescue his beloved Cute Chick. If teachers want to use this 
to teach exclamations, they could put Japanese interjections such as 
''It . " a1 , instead of "Ouch". 
Another use of action games is to use one with a setting in 
Japanese culture, such as in some software dealing with spies, "ninja 
(Japanese olden time spies)", Japanese armor comes to attack you in 
the setting of an old Japanese Castle. This reflects through animation 
the architecture of feudal Japan. Unconsciously, it could help 
students build up the correct "imagery". 
Another aspect of culture which could be displayed is a game 
such as baseball; Japanese people have the same passion for baseball 
as Australians for cricket. Playing a computerized BASEBALL game does 
not provide an opportunity for integrated reading practice, but it 
shows one of the ways in which a people enjoy themselves. 
Other than reflecting Japanese culture, action games could 
be used as skill training. Language skills requiring kinesthetic 
action, such as typing, could be taught~ For example, Japanese 
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c haracters (katakana i s used for the keyboard) descend one by one, and 
students should type the co rresponding key before the balloon 
disappears off the screen. This is practice like blind typing. 
Gradually, hiragana and even kanji in a word or sentence could be 
presented on the screen. Students would have to type in the word or 
sentence exactly as it appeared on the screen. In order to make it 
integrated, the computer could give a story or dialogue providing a 
similar environment to TALKING TYPEWRITER. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
c2) [a] 
( t rans I at i o Y\) 
[ r i] ( Qh t) 
Another idea for CAL in the action game is as follows: This 
1s reading practice which requires a quick response. After the 
computer presents a paragraph or a dialogue, it gives a short question 
or colloquial sentence with a blank or two concerning the content. If 
students cannot type in the answer in a limited time, the missile with 
a sentence will hit a castle and explode. The missile reappears with 
the same sentence until students themselves can make it. 
(translation) 
(What is your name?) 
( answer) 
I 
I 
11 
11 
' 
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5.2.2 Adventure Games 
As for the use of adventure games, these could offer an 
opportunity to brush up intermediate and advanced level reading skills 
either in text or communicative form. The game aspect makes students 
less aware of the pedagogical nature of their study. They become 
absorbed in the movements on the screen and of their hands on the 
controls, and in the computer's and their own response. Software 
which carries on a dialogue is very good for acquiring communicative 
skills by way of reading though it is not done by way of speaking. 
Transfer of reading skills to speaking skills could be possible if 
students already have fluency in speaking Japanese. 
For teachers who are interested in developing their own 
adventure· game courseware, the following could be one possible idea. 
It is to make Japanese folk tales or fairy tales into games. For 
example, the story of Momotaro (see Aikikaku Centre, 1985) could be 
modified as follows: 
There should be a menu which includes explanations of how to 
play the adventure game with a brief description of Momotaro's mission 
to exterminate ogres, plus a list of commands, etc. It is easier to · 
look at a comic strip type of book and create each screen layout. 
Animation helps students construct the appropriate "imagery". If a 
teacher thinks the wording is ~oo childish for their students, he / she 
can revise it into t~e style appropriate for an adult. Think about 
r, more use of kanji, if necessary. If students are at the elementary 
level, put only kanji already learned, and so produce the environment 
for the appropriate "input" (see Krashen, 1985). Branching could be 
made complicated to make the courseware interesting and allow more use 
so that each time students go over it, the ending is different. 
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5.2.3 Role-Playing Game s 
By applying role-playing games to TJFL "keigo (respect words)" 
c an be taught effective ly. As t here is a n i ncreasing demand from 
students who wants to ma s ter Japa nese, i nc luding "keigo", in order to 
have close ties with Japanes e society as busi ness people, bank officers, 
and so on, "keigo" should no t be tau g h t just t h rou g h reading books or 
explaining forms, but in communi cative situations. In the classroom, 
role-playing can be useful a s rol e - p l ayi ng games can give additional 
experience. If CAL aims at e l e me nta ry " keigo", some very basic (low 
level) "keigo" should be taught. If i t ai ms at intermediate advanced 
level, routine expressions of h igh lev e l " keigo"such as used by 
business people negotiating with h ighe r l e vel company executives, a 
president or vice-president , coul d be effective. 
In business ne gotiation , a ski l f ul way to make progress is to 
use high "keigo" such a s : 
}1J'tl)1 b'M,: fJ"b~ ~ l i o 
(How do you do? ) 
and 
t t\ f.( d- *-tG ~ t!: 1 1. 1 f::J:·· ~ l i , 
(I will e xcuse myse l f ) 
at the beginning, and gradua ll y, as you become more intimate, lower 
the level of "keigo" to make the nego tiation s ucc~ssful. 
One solrition in making up "keigo" CAL might be to learn a 
rountine of high "keigo". The teacher c hooses a situation in which 
the player should use "keigo" in o rde r to accomplish his or her 
objective. The integrate d s ituation c ould be t he life of a modern 
salaried man along the lines of Fu ji San ta r o (Sato, 1986), which is 
one of the most popular c omi c str i ps i n Japan. 
5.2.4 Other Games 
The following are some othe r ideas fo r the use of games in CAL. 
In order to make them inte grated , t he vocabu lary or sentences 
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s hould be the same as those covered in the classroom. 
A cap game could be used as a vocabulary builder (reference 
from EITANGOSHIRITORI GAME (Engli s h Vocabulary Cap Game), Data Pop, 
1986). 
e "f" 
/\~ l,t.,'./ I i rt o.f I :1t o t 
~i11•~w~ 
~i. ~ J o.pol"\e.re 67i wo_...ds J~~ 
~:> t~ 1:~f..- wor-dJ WQt"'ClS' 
tt\1t;' t\ t 
''i ~ . ~··-1v ii I 
~ - \ii' 
1a.. ~ 
\t~ (oc..ll'\f) \ fJ ~\- j I {fil 
po.n 0 
You~ T!.A rr'\ ; . 
This is a spelling game which 10 people can play. When 
playing the game , students first enter players' names, and choose the 
level (classification of levels could be based on students' years). 
Each players is given five scrambled words, and he / she must give the 
right spelling. There is a time limit; if the player can not finish 
within the time limit, the next player takes his / her turn. The 
content of the vocabulary list could be change (reference from 
SPELLING GAME, Mcfarlapd, 1986). 
AN AGRA tv1 
' ,, ) / 2. 7 7 r} :.. t--'' 5 / :i' -
1}1~i ~?\\\:I \l l?~f t:•' 'l- 60 r~ l ~· ~ >j l, I"\' tn_f] °11 I 0 
)( •) - 63 =j tv r,;· t -; 1. 0 ~ fJ If., 0 ~ ~, ti' N 3 ~ -\ ~ .. l 
f/ 60 
\ 11\.,~ ~ -; (.," J 
Ji..c l•e I 4. "'7 Pov."~ 5 
8 i I\ 60 Ccu· 1 os P{?.o. d y ? U~~~ble thlS Mo -ry 63 wor : 
Co. ~l OS" ~, 
A r'\'f\ ~ 60 
t~Qt"C'\ C'~ 
J< -z .. ~ l ( t~. w~1\ dot'\~. 
t,;,' tj" J...; . 5 T; t'Y\ '- :s 
(:~ 71 : I 0 Scot-e : lo 
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Another idea for a CAL game is "concentration". Two people 
can play; two pairs ma y also be possible. first, the player c hooses 
the level. There are 36 numbers in each box, and the player c ould 
turn over two boxes to see what character is in it. The one who types 
in the right answer wins the game. Here there is also a time limit. 
The list of sentences could be changed (reference from CONCENTRATION 
GAME, Mcfarland, 1986). 
(trans Jo.t; o~) 
/ i.. J L- 5 
~ 0) J+ 
/3 ,~ ':> L. /7 I fjf I? I~ 
I <f L- ~ '4 
.15 :;_ h d+ J.9 L ) 
l ~ 3<f 
,.., .. -L\ , 
(:::·· ll,;. ~ 1)'°' -flt' I) ;:t-f ? 
L, 
(Jam~ / 8;11 )(OJ.,...fos 
13 i JI : Do yo~ Jc.,... ow the ~l"w er: 
.. 
5.3 Software for Interaction 
5.3.0 Introduction 
As this section is not about improvements of existing 
software, additional definiti ons will be given. 
The aim of "interaction" is to enhance individuality among 
students so that in teaching, the computer should not be the target~ 
i.e .. the computer should be used as one of the ways to help enhance 
interaction in the learning process. 
Interaction between the teacher and students in a normal 
class hour is said to be from 20 to 30 per percent (see Nakayama & 
Higashiura, 1986). The number of students who answer questions asked 
by the teacher is limited to those who are active in the classroom. 
Many students who fail to interact with the teacher. Moreover, the 
teacher does not usually know the type ·of problems individual students 
have. Thus, in the ordinary classroom, interaction between the teacher 
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and students is not great. Interaction in order to give a more human, 
individualized, personalized learning environment is one of the 
strongest potential advantages in using computers in CAL. 
In this section, software enhances interaction between the 
teacher and students and among students themselves. 
In order to make software for interaction meaningful to 
students, comment on how much various software packages are 
personalized will be give (the term "individualized" is used when 
talking about the type of instruction, whether it is in a group or 
aimed at an individual student; "personalized" is used when the content 
of the syllabus is of special interest to the student). 
5.3.1 Software for Interactive Video 
This is one view of software which enhances cultural 
interaction among students. 
Software produced in Japan indirectly represents Japanese 
culture just as any kind of software in any country does. Japanese 
software reflects the Japanese way of thinking, the Japanese way of 
looking at things, and the Japanese way of logic. Questions such as · 
Why are things Japanese so full of color and cute characters?; Why do 
Japanese want to make a plot complicated, and cram everything in one 
disc, yet can make things so compact?; Why do they use English and 
Japanese together on·the screen?; etc., are all connected to culture. 
In this sense, Japanese-made software could enhance cultural 
interaction in the classroom. There is software which could give a 
stronger cultrual element to interaction; it is interactive video. 
Technically, teachers make a video disk from video materials 
such as those published by Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyujyo, a language 
program on NHK Educational TV. They combine it with a computer 
program and make it accessible where they want to by random access. 
Moving and still pictures with audible explanation are both possible. 
This could be a good system if human resources, budget and time allows. 
The greater merit of using interactive video in TJFL over 
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TEFL comes from the dif~ference of usage in English and Japanese. 
According to Robin Lakoff (1984), English puts emphasi s on 
the speaker. It has a lexicon with finely divided semantics so that 
communication is possible by choosing precisely the appropriate words. 
On the other hand, Japanese puts emphasis on the listener. Context 1s 
decided by something which is outside the language expressed. Not 
only intonation, but also eye movement, posture and gesture are 
important; direct expression by words is thought to be childish and 
impolite. Consideration to preserve human relations and not to hurt 
others' feelings is a priority and is far more important than what 
you express in words. Thus, in Japanese there is more to words than 
their surface meanings and very often true meanings are hidden. 
Based on the above-mentioned linguistic differences, 
interactive video could deal with facial expressions or agreeable 
responses, etc., which affect discourse. 
For example, interactive video can deal with example when 
indirect expressions are used: 
(1) Praising (Criticizing) -- a word in parentheses is an 
indirect meaning 
Bis asked by A to comment of C's thesis paper: 
(What do you think of Mr. C's paper?) 
8 : 7 Iv.:_ (])J..L d. t{'b" l.," , 2 0 ;ft ct< l;Eo~ 7" J!,Vo). 1t ~ K\' 1 t:.·· L, • 
(Well, he surely knows a lot of difficult words. He has 
really nice penmanship, too.) 
The comment here means, "The paper is full of 
difficult-sounding words but says nothing". By saying something 
irrelevant to the subject, the speaker says indirectly that the paper 
was not very well written. Thus, when saying something that might be 
offensive to a second or third party, concern towards personal 
relationships asks the speaker to use indirect expressions. 
(2) Stating a Fact (Threatening) 
When a child cannot get what he wants, he says to his father: 
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t\ tz:~w 1 1 1 J:o 
(Child: Buy me a bicycle.) 
'j_ t~' ?I). 
(Father: No. ) 
3--c·· t = 1 7 0 ~ } c··t °' @ii b\, t1 i z "' ) ~ A,, r~··, z:: o 
(Child: Oh. I heard that a lot of kids are 
committing suicide these days.) 
The child threatens to kill himself if he cannot get a 
bicycle. 
(3) Praising (Comlaining) 
In Japan, objections are usually made indirectly because 
people avoid harming personal relationship with direct remarks: 
Mrs. A is talking to Mrs. B, who lives next door. 
= b' } ~ Iv l :1 . C.0 ?) J; _t.11: t I~ l L r :_ t'J o 
(Mrs. A: Your child is really becoming an 
excellent pianist.) 
\, ) t 'v ) z O 7 ~ : l ) ( ~r· o ~ ~ 1 :-
(Mrs. B: Oh, no. She's just making a racket.) 
: \, \ t. -W £1 .1i_ f( ch f\ (::'t) t~ 1\'.: l: tt~ ~> j-, ( l, 1~A-{t t,(1), 
(Mrs. A: That's not so. I mean she practises so 
hard into the night every single day.) 
People beat around the bush to insinuate what they want to 
say. 
(4) Showing Co~cern (Stating a Warning) 
In the following example, the matter of concern does not 
even come up. 
(Manager: Mr. Yamada, let me see you for a moment.) 
(Yamada: Yes, sir. What can I do for you?) 
tft_ : ! . f~ -Srt~r, filr\ T \, )5~ G'f''J·~, V\o 
(Manager: I've been wondering, haven't you been a 
bit fatigued lately?) 
It is not ordinary for the manager to call his employee and 
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ask about his health. By doing something out of the ordinary, the 
manager means to say that his employee made some mistakes in his work 
because of his fatigue. 
(5) Holding back a Decision (Rejecting) 
The following is an example of when one does not want to 
clearly show one,s attitude toward something. 
<h K ~ Iv . 0' Ji 0) tJ! 1 EJ ( : EJ f i $1 ~ ~ T J- o 
(Child: Dad, get me a bicycle for next birthday.) 
I -j_ 
(Father: A bike, huh. I,11 think about it.) 
Expressions such as: 
r}Si1 h'(Jo_J 
(I'll think about it.) 
r ~ ..,2( ( %lt::f 1., J f:: L, l t o _j 
(The matter will be investigated immediately.) or 
r )-2- ~ -:t-
~' l 1oJ ~ l:. %~~,r-:lJgo_J 
(The matter will be dealt with accordingly.) 
means "nothing will be done" (reference for Nihongo Journal, 1986). 
Among the five examples of "indirect" expressions mentioned 
above, examples (1) and (4) could demonstrate the advantage of 
interactive video because true meaning is not expressed by words. 
Other than dealing with discourse on a lower level, in a 
particular situation interactive video could be personalized and could 
give meaningfulness to students. Dealing with a task such as job 
interview in Japan could be an example of higher level discourse 
material for CAL. It could describe cultural conflicts which students 
might go through. Thus, it could be a practical simulated experience 
in learning how to develop discourse in Japanese negotiation. 
Concerning the advantages of interactive video assisted 
learning, see CALICO audio bookshelf, No.l, and for examples of 
interactive video-assisted learning CAL, see VELVET (Otto, 1985). 
5.3.2 Logo in Teaching Haiku 
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Here is an idea for using problem-solving type software. 
English Logo was used to make haiku at Trinity University. 
For example: 
A silver winter 
Drifting down the softened snow 
The falling snow flakes 
A Logo-based haiku generating program was used to produce 
three lines of haiku. In TJFL hiragana Logo could be used to teach 
haiku in the Japanese style. The activity of using Hiragana Logo to 
make haiku could enhance classroom interaction because it can be done 
in a group and require a lot of discussion. To students, creating 
their own haiku is a personalized meaningful activity. 
5.3.3 Data - Base Package 10 
In teaching English to native speakers of Engli~h, the 
author found an example of using a data-base package to aid student 
analysis of characters in Shakespeare's "Macbeth" and "The Merchant of 
Venice". This provided a unique opportunity for student discussion of 
the characters and plot to enable them to interpret, categorize and 
organize information. 
In order to have a clear concept of the characters, students 
must have read the play; they had to determine the fields for keeping 
the records, and this-turned out to be very productive. There was a 
high degree of classroom student interaction as they were highly 
motivated to structure their own data. They made small discussion 
groups, creating, revising, and modifying ideas to produce a final 
structure. 
This kind of activity is possible in TJFL at an advanced 
10. A data-base package is a computer software which enables storage 
and retrieval of items of information each consisting of a number 
of components. For example, an airline reservation system records 
name, contact telephone number, flight details and category of 
ticket for each passenger. You can ihen ask "List all the 
passengers on flight 497. How many passengers from Canberra to 
Sydney, etc. between Monday to Friday travelling first class?" 
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level for reading Japanese novels if the data-base packages are 
available. 
Another type of data-base package could be a kanji 
dictionary (reference from Halpern, 1985). Students could explore a 
data-base dictionary by applying rules learned in the classroom, and 
form hypotheses and test them while they are reading or writing 
Japanese. By doing this personalization is achieved. 
The idea of a data-base kanji dictionary should overcome 
some of the weak points of kanji teaching. 
One existing deficiency of kanji teaching is that kanji are 
thought of as arbitrary sets of signs so that the teacher expects 
students to learn them more or less by rote, character by character, 
in the order in which they appear in the text. 
vague notions about their frequency of use. 
This order is based on 
In order to overcome this weakness, kanji should be thought 
of as an integrated system. 
Some of the concepts that should be in the data-base kanji 
dictionary are as follows: 
(1) The dictionary should give a core meaning of the central 
concept that links the multiple meanings of a character into 
an integrated system. The core meaning should be compact 
enough to give a lasting impression so that it serves as a 
powerful learning aid (see Figure 1); 
(2) A data-base kanji dictionary should give logically structured 
character definitions so that it is immediately clear to the 
students how various senses of kanji are interrelated through 
the central concept (see Figure 2); 
(3) The dictionary should give a new method of ordering characters, 
the Systems of Kanji Indexing by Patterns (SKIP), that can be 
learned in a few minutes (see Figure 3). 
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Example oi C ol"e M ea r\a ng 
en 
•f<EEP ti1 
Ar-bit ro.'ry Li s-t Ex panrio\'\ -Pror-t1 Core Me.a.ni ~ 
.... 
.Pix ®kEEP in place, .P~x 
detoJ"" @ kEEP l r'\ c ~s:tod y , d et~ 1h 
t'-€S e r-v e, @ k f= ~ P .flor future. U5 e /·-es e rve 
leave beh,nd 
po.y o:tter1ti o\"\ to @ kEEP ihi"f\;hdJ payatt~~i,·o~ to 
0@ Go BEYOND or overarJ,y~;ca/orabsh--aci 
boi.c ridQry : fl o over. sk ;p over, J"""'f over-
@ Go BE 'f o ND th~ bo~Y\d~ of proph'tiy or- Q&&ih<*ity ~ 
trctl\ss reT I over-~ep I exc.eed 
0@ Goo~be BE!cHD in d~ree~ be mc:tt ti'wln,t,cett'1j 
sur~ 
® Go B"E'f oN O the bou.n«o~ ri,, ot"d ~ncu·y.'b~btl'ter~~ 
ft"QhSCen d, surpass , ex eel 
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No Pa.tt~rn P0-ttQrl'\ Nam~ Su bpattern Exo.Mpl es 
I I] LtFT-RJGHl 
l ~ UP-DOWN 
3 a fNCLOS'URE 
ly;,·des 
~~[j CJ li"L ~ f!_ 3-J-
~-s I~ )-, .2 - z. 
3 Sj dts aoct:1 Fa~ lL} Pi 11 -
~-4 l. -z.. 2-~ 2 • 2.. 
<f sides CDa 00 § [!9 
~-S ~-2 ~ - .2. 
4 II SOUD 
I Top ~ ITT } li\ fit-)€ 8-1 ~-I 6-1 
< Botto~ ~ 1:. li t Ii ~e.. 3-i 5"- 2 ~ -2. 
3 Ce"te...- rn ~ t ~ Ji he 4-3 f- .3 4 -3 
~ O+hE~ D -S- ~ 1-r 3-4-
"-'+ r"J- '+ 
i=°13v.re 3: Sl~TEt--1 OF kANJl lNDEXIN<l Bl PATTERt'lS (SklP) 
Use of this type of data-base kanji dictionary could be 
limited to elementary _ (to intermediate) level students. In the next 
stage, another CAL would teach students how to use native dictionaries. 
They should learn "hen"" and "tsukuri', in detail as native speakers do. 
They can then learn kanji as they are learned by native speakers. 
As there is no such a dictionary presently available, it is 
preferable that a dictionary used (not only for kanji teaching) in the 
elementary stage should be written all in relatively easy Japanese and 
in bigger characters. 
11 . "Hen" and "tsukuri" are parts of kanji. 
made of ~ and ~ The left 
''hen,, . trr is made of 1- and 
for exampl e, 1:f-- is 
part ITT is cal led 
~ The right part 
[] is called "tsukuri". 
5.3.4 
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Word Processing Software 
The use of word processing software in teaching composition 
is a desirable way to learn writing because it allows one to revise 
initial thoughts, and so gives a personalized and meaningful situation. 
The activity of composition could also be interactive by 
using a larger display in order to discuss composition of individual 
students . 
5.3.5 Some Ideas to Enhance Interaction 
5.3.5.0 Introduction 
Before getting into ideas on interaction, we look first into 
the differences between interaction in the classroom and in CAL. 
One obvious difference between CAL and classroom interaction 
is that in CAL the human student interacts with the computer and not 
with a human being. 
This limitation of the computer produces the following 
differences: 
(1) In the classroom, students can ask any kind of question, 
while in CAL the capability of the computer in natural 
language processing is progressing but is not still good 
enough to process questions expressed in natural language. 
(2) The mode of communication in the classroom is oral and 
visual whereas in CAL it is mostly visual (Note, computers 
now have capability of producing speech and, to a lesser 
extent, taking it as input). 
(3) The teacher can ask questions and observe student behaviour 
in order to monitor understanding. On the other hand. the 
computer can only do this by asking questions and monitoring 
responses. 
Some differences come from the type of interaction. CAL is 
one-to-one, individualized interaction while classroom interaction is 
Ii 
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one to many, that is, group interaction. 
(4) In CAL students have to respond to every question, and they 
do not .have any time to waste, while in classroom 
instruction students have to wait for their turn. 
(5) Students answer in privacy in CAL so that they do not have 
to worry about making mistakes or being embarrassed. 
(6) Students can benefit from group discussion in classroom 
instruction while CAL is an individual activity. 
The importance of interaction in education using computers 
is considerable on a linear basis, between the computer and the student, 
but even greater is the interaction among students in order to find 
individual differences. 
Interaction has three phases: (1) Interaction between 
students and the teacher; (2) Interaction among students; (3) 
Interaction between the student and the computer. The way software is 
used is also crutial to enhance the interaction. In this section some 
ideas to achieve this are given. 
5.3.5.1 Screen Messages to Enhance Interaction between Teacher and 
Students 
Here are some messages which seem to be effective in 
enhancing oral and written interaction between the teacher and students: 
( 1 ) 
r<Y/.t(:(d. ~.Kl-Ci: t;s~r:::. t: 31" t."cr;J")tJ::r.. b'( ti~ t:. 
,~- \, ) J q iJ ~ 
f lq) ( J''-r 
~i._f Jr<flT I-H::.j~rl::"'· 1- ~t1~f:'7 
£1.x::. fl T t '.7 " 1 t,/ :". 1, > o .J 
(Having come this far, what kind of things do you think you 
can say? Write your ideas in your notebook. When you 
finish, raise your hand and ask the teacher to take look at 
it. ) 
f 
I 
I 
II 
11 
II 
I! 
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( 2 ) r 2- ,n l r, =- ib J ! L- -z t r: .:: r. E l Ut> 7) - ~ I = 1: ::fr ti 'I 1.- ) i l I f: '7 1 t &) 1f1 ?l1- f o-i. U"'d.'-\ 1.. 1 19 '- '- 0 J '-- O_J 
(Write down a summary of what you have studied so far. When 
you finish, raise your hand and call the teacher.) 
( 3 ) r~tiT:(T)ftJ .t_E_ lt60'd:;::1.i. Jtc1J~,~.J:')-f tf)1f ~tl£t 
of u·· 'fl_; 1- (:, ~ ( i. t: <T) '1 i_ t ~-}- L t, · ~ l ) 
0 CJ 0,.. '-- 0 
:J 
(Summarize your ideas. When you finish, raise your hand, 
call the teacher, and tell him / her your ideas.) 
If a particular problem is not in the computer, the computer 
could give a message such as t he following : 
(To the teacher, ... ask the student to solve question such 
as ; find out the problem and guide him / her.) 
Of course, due consideration as to where to put the 
above-mentioned message and how often s hould be given beforehand, 
otherwise the teacher becomes too busy, and students grow to dislike 
computers as classroom activity fails to flow. 
Thus, the teacher,s roll 12 in a CAL classroom is to oversee 
students not from the front but from the back or the side, and to 
provide students with proper "prescription,,. 
5.3.5.2 Interaction among Studen ts 
---------------
12. The role of teachers in the classroom using computers is like a 
doctor writing a prescription. In the ordinary learning process 
(main course), doc tor s give advice to healthy people, and gather 
data concerning their health. Data are always analyzed and, when 
there is any abnormality, it is cured immediately. At this point, 
doctors write a prescription and give medicine. If the patients 
do not get back to normal health even after being given medicine, 
new data will be gathered and a remedy will be tried. In medicine, 
the process of check-up, data analysis, diagnosis, and remedy is 
repeated until the patient regains health. Thus, in CAL computers 
give a remedial course to particular students with problems, and 
if computers cannot provide a cure, they point out the problem 
area to a teacher and the teacher solves it. 
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(1) Layout of desks and computers in the classroom to enhance 
interaction 
Sets of computers are 
equivalent to the numbers 
of the students 
One example of a layout of computers in the classroom (or in 
the lab) is given above. Keyboards are on the right side of the 
screens so that students can put notebooks (or other things) in front 
of the screen. Students who sit at this table regard themselves as 
being in the same group and help each other in their activities (see 
Nakayama & Higashiura, 1986). 
In order to produce more interaction in the near future, the 
computer can choose students who have different ideas and make them 
into one group (this helps to find out other individuals as mentioned 
in 5.3.0). When there is real interaction, the classroom becomes like 
a beehive, which is a very different atmosphere from a traditional 
disciplined classroom. 
Another idea for the layout of the classroom could be as 
follows: 
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a large display screen 
i 
teacher 
a larger computer 
the students 
computers are set in the table; not sticking out 
so that they do not disturb activities 
(2) Classroom activities to enhance interaction 
CAL could be used as a tutor throughout the course, but at 
this stage many classrooms use computers merely as a part of the 
course activities, i.e., as an assistant. 
In making up a unit plan, the teacher thinks about computer 
activities and non-computer activities. In order to make classroom 
activities more interactive and personalized, care should be taken to 
develop units usable by groups of students rather than single 
individuals. The aim of this is to enhance the amount of oral 
communication among students both at and away from the keyboard (see 
software with logic.on TPR in CAL as an example of a group activity at 
elementary level; some game software could be used in a group, such as 
role-playing games, and adventure games when used as part of a 
project). 
If a unit is on exchange visits, the students build up a 
profile of their own personal details and will see a number of 
''personal histories" of possible correspondents. The aims of the unit 
are: 
1. to encourage contacts with young people abroad; 
1 
II 
II 
!I 
1: 
' 
I 
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2. to reinforce purposeful reading and writing skills; 
3. to encourage students to assess their personal likes and 
dislikes and to be able to express these concisely in 
Japanese; 
4. to introduce and rehearse personal vocabulary. 
Non-computer activities include preparing a letter to a 
selected correspondent and conversation in pairs about their 
respective correspondents. (For the idea of using computers as an 
"electric mail", see Underwood, 1985.) 
(3) Other ideas to enhance interaction 
The classroom could engage in a project to create a story. 
The whole term's activity could be thus integrated. 
provide one adventure game to give a story context. 
The teacher may 
Students are 
divided into groups to work on it. They enter into discussion on it 
and, finally, it could be turned into a slide show, a drama, a wall 
picture or an audio-video show. The teacher's role here is to provide 
resources, learning experience, and organizational structure (see 
Appendix 12 as an example of the integrated course). 
5.3.5.3 Interaction between the Computer and Student 
From the point of view of brain functions, the : cardinal 
principle of education is that "input" students get from the computer 
should be put into action in order for students to truly learn it. 
For example, when you take notes of a lecture, it stays more in your 
head rather than if you just listen to it. Thus, when using the 
computer in education, "input" from the screen should be transformed 
by the computer into "output", i.e., used for some kind of action or 
oral/written activity. 
Here are some examples of messages on the screen which 
facilitate learning: 
'I 
I 
( l ) 
( 2 ) 
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(Write down what i~ written above in your notebook and go to 
the next section~); 
(Summarize and write down what you have done so far in your 
work s heet }. 
These may be especia lly good for beginn rs who do not know important 
points (letting students know which points are important in CAL 
lessons is one of the most important elements to overcome "flatness of 
importance" (Saeki, 1986). 1 3 
Using worksheets. writing, or even using a textbook and 
reading it in parallel with CAL, may be effective in transforming 
"input" into "output". 
13. On the computer screen, as each frame should disappear before the 
next frame comes up, it is difficul.t to tell which part of the 
whole CAL i~ important. 
I 
1 
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CONCLUSION 
f CAL in JFL is still at a prioneering stage in Australia 
where this thesis was written. A lot of work should be done to give 
n1ore than a prefabricated environment to the classroom. 
In view of the growing number of students who want to be 
proficient in Japanese in order to work in the international market, 
teachers of Japanese should rai se their expectations of students. 
In order to make students more proficient, use of CAL in 
TJFL 1s surely justified. 
Trends from logicall y sequenced to more interactive CAL 
found in CAL design theory, and trends from conventional to more 
functional communicative CAL found in CAL language teaching verify 
that good CAL uses an integrated syllabus including three factors: 
logic, function and interaction, which motivate learning and lead to 
acquisition. 
For teachers with programming ability and who can make CAL 
materials by themselves, there is presently available CAL with a 
knowledge base which can converse more naturally and has some 
pedagogical features. 
Surveys of CAL in TJFL show that various types of CAL, from 
intermediate to advanced level, are expected to cover the whole area 
of Japanese teaching, thus making classroom activity more effective in 
acquiring language skills and providing additional opportunities for 
the exercise of those skills. 
When TJFL in English speaking countries, the following 
specific technical problems first should be solved: Romanized Japanese 
should not be used, so the problem of Japanese fonts shoould be solved 
before making CAL. (All the other problems of securing a budget, 
making up a group, making time and, if necessary, political action to 
get understanding from institutions, etc. are not specific but should 
obviously be solved.) 
ii 
,I 
I 
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0ther problems such as lac k of s uitable s ound s ynthes i ze r 
and inadequacies in natural language proc e s sing are still barriers to 
implementing CAL in language teaching and limit CAL capability to 
mainly reading and writing skills. This thesis only deals with things 
which are possible at this stage given all the limitations. 
There are many teachers who transfer from TEFL, and their 
only resources of teaching technique are from that field. However, 
caution is needed in the transfer of teaching methodolgy from TEFL to 
TJFL as direct transfer is not always possible, Japanese and English 
being different in linguistic systems and usage. Research is needed 
in this field. In addition, there shouyld be an attemp to make TJFL a 
separate scientific discipline instead of including it as a part of 
TEFL;CAL should be included in language teaching methodology as it is 
one window through which to keep contact with a rapidly changing world. 
Cooperation among such fields as education, educational psychology, 
computer science, educational engineering, instructional design, 
11 language teachers, etc., is one way to make CAL successful as an 
integrated system. Caution should be taken not to waste human 
resources by one teacher spending too much energy. Making up a team 
and cooperating makes CAL far more effective. 
Various types of CAL at intermediate to advanced level 
should be made to cover the whole area of Japanese teaching. Then 
teachers can make their classroom activity more effective . by using CAL 
which is better geared to acquiring language, and which is equipped 
with logic, function and stimulates interaction to facilitate learning. 
Epilogue 
In language teaching classroom activity, function is 
preferred to logic, and interaction is preferred overall because 
language itself is used as a tool of communication. It is sugges ted 
in this thesis that "interaction" should be more investigated as a 
teaching technique, not only in CAL, but also in the ordinary 
classroom because it is a key to acquisition. 
I 
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0ther than CAL, making up a natural context through 
communication is still another step forward in making use of computers 
in language teaching, e.g., an electric mail and telecommunications 
(the author was very impressed to see the first experimental 
telecommunication class between Tokyo and Hawaii at the CALICO' 85 
Conference). Ther use of technology in the language teaching class 
should be positively accepted by teachers who keep an awareness of 
their responsiblity as a "watch dog". 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: (Barrutia, 1985, CALICO Journal) 
> Extended silent listening (pre-production phase) 
> Natural Approach Technique (Tyrrell) 
> Spoken and illustrated dialogues (VCR) 
> TPR with spoken written and graphic commands (Asher) 
> Vocabulary-building segments with graphics 
> Pictionary (extensive photo inventory of actions, places, 
things etc.) 
> Digitized voice questions and answers 
> Constant Interactions (Student instigated movement of the 
program) 
> Simulation sequences (Student with teacher - with another 
student - with policeman, etc.) 
> Multiple-choice tests (text. voice, graphics) 
> Branching frames (according to degree and nature of error 
in test frames) 
> Intrinsic programming (nonlinear sequencing) 
> Cloze exercises (graduated from every 6th, 5th, 4th, 3rd 
word blanked) 
> Traditional grammar approaches (where learning style 
patterns indicate potential) 
> Dictation exercises (with immediate correction feedback) 
> Writing practice (with immediate correction feedback) 
> Visual phonetics (displaying native to student's formant 
wave patterns) 
> Silent way technique (displaying characters in color) 
> Community counsel learning technique (the student types in 
colloquial sentences he or she wants to know in their 
native language under a specified topic; the computer 
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gives the translated sentences) 
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Appendix 2: (Kenning & Kenning, 1983, p.165-177) 
Some easy to computerise exercises 
1. Give the form requested 
1. Present infinitive 
1 . . , . J a1 SU 
2. . ' . J a1 vu 
2. Complete 
1 . Lieb - Herr und 1 ieb - Frau MUller, 
2. Vielen Dank fur ihr - interessant - Brief 
3. Substitute the word between brackets for the corresponding 
item, making any necessary alterations 
1. Et ton livre, tu l,as retrouv~? (gants) 
2. Et tes gants, tu les as retrouv~s? (lunettes) 
4. Rewrite the following sentences according to the instructions 
given 
1. Beginning with the word(s) in capital letters 
A. Ich fahre NACHSTE WOCHE nach Wien 
B. Sie dUrfen JETZT nach Hause gehen 
5. Transform the sentence in the way illustrated 
1. Euna citta meravigliosa 
Euna delle citta piu meravigliose del mondo 
Eun porto straordinario 
6. Organize the following words into a correct sentence 
1. La - mondo - piu - del - Venezia - bella - e - citta 
7. Answer the question in the manner indicated 
1. Affirmatively 
Lei e inglese? 
Si, sono inglese 
Lei parla italiano? 
8. Answer the questions 
1. Lei abita in Inghlaterra? 
2. Lei parla inglese? 
9. Match the words with their description 
1. demontre r 
2. rapporte r 
3. soutenir 
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A. pr~tendre quelque chose contraire 
B. etablir la vdrite de quelque chose 
d,une maniere ~vidente et rigoureuse 
C. affirmer quelque chose, faire valoir 
quelque chose en appuyant sur des raisons 
4. d~mentir D. repJter ce qu,on a appris, entendu 
10. Select the most appropriate word or phrase to complete the 
following sentences 
1. Claudine a cache a ses parents qu,elle venait d,avoir un 
accident pour ne pas 
A. avoir de secret 
B. les blesser 
C. les reconduire 
11. Use information in the table to complete the statements 
LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH 
-----------------------------~--------- --------------------------------
The Nile 6,690km 
-----------------------------~-----------------------------~-----------
The Straights of Gibraltar 20km 
-----------------------------~-----------------------------~-----------
The St. Gothard Tunnel 14km 
-----------------------------~---------~-------------------------------
Vesuvius 1,277km 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Newton Crater on the Moon 14,000ft 
-----------------------------~---------~-------------------------------
The Pacific Ocean Maximum 
36,198ft 
-----------------------------~---------~-------------------------------
Fujiyama 4,132m 
-----------------------------~--------------------------- -------------
The Amazon 6,900km 
--------------------------------------- -~-------------------------------
. 
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-----------7 /\ J\ 
length width height 
------------
1. The St. Gothard tunnel length of ... 
2. is 20 km. 
3. The Pacific Ocean ... 36,198 ft. 
4. The ... of Fujiyama is 
5. The Amazon is 6,900 km 
6. The Straight of Gibraltar 
7. 1,277 m high. 
8. The Newton Crater 
Correct these statements 
deep. 
1. The Amazon is 6,9000 km high. 
2. Vesuvius is 1,277 m long. 
wide. 
3. The Pacific Ocean has a width of 36,198 ft. 
4. The St. Gothard tunnel is 14 km deep. 
depth 
\,/ 
12. Select the most appropriate utterance for the circumstances 
indicated 
1. To a person you are not on familiar terms with 
A. shut up 
B. would you mind making less noise please 
C. be quiet, will you 
D. please, don~t make so much noise 
13. Classify the sentences using the criterion indicated 
1. The firmness of the intention expressed: 100 percent firm 
or not? 
A. j,irai sGrement 
B. j'irai peut-~tre 
C. j,irai sans doute 
D. il se peut que j'y aille 
I 
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E. j'irai probablement 
2. The kind of report: hostile or neutral 
A. Monsieur Durand estime qu'il faut construire d·autres 
usines. 
B. Monsieur Durand voudrait nous faire croire qu'il faut 
construire d,autres usines. 
C. Monsieur Durand a dit qu'il faut construire d'autres 
usines. 
D. Monsieur Durand pense qu'il faut construire 
d'autres usines. 
E. Monsieur Durand s'imagine qu'il faut construire d'autres 
usines. 
F. Monsieur Durand pr~tend qu'il faut construire d'autres 
usines. 
G. Monsieur Durand ~crit qu'il faut construire d'autres 
usines. 
14. List the sentences 
1. In order of increasing enthusiasm 
A. it was fantastic 
B. it was all right 
C. it was extremely good 
D. it was pretty good 
15. Translate 
1. Into English 
Sollen wir warten? 
16. Type the letter reference of the word or words which CANNOT 
replace the term in capital letters. Do not take punctuation 
into account; consider only the meaning of the words. 
1. Limiter la vitesse sur les autoroutes entra1ne, CERTES, une 
diminution des accidents, mais il serait plus efficace de 
lutter contre l'alcoolisme des conducteurs. 
A. bien sur 
B. pourtant 
C. c'est certain 
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0. assur~ment 
2. Limiter la vitesse sur les autoroutes entra1ne, certes, une 
diminution des accidents, MAIS il serait plus efficace de 
lutter contre l'alcoolisme chez des conducteurs. 
A. cependant 
B. toutefois 
C. n~anmoins 
D. au contraire 
17. Read the following statement and match each specific statement 
to its corresponding generalization. For example, specific 
statements (5) matches generalization (c). Write out each 
pair of statements,unsing"for example" as a connector. 
SPECIFIC STATEMENT 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
The Middle East has 
large quantities of 
Large quantities of 
titanium occur only 
few places. 
Uranium is essential 
a source of 
radioactivity. 
4. Rhodesia has large 
quantities of many 
minerals .. 
5. Petroleum is used to 
make plastics. 
oil. 
in a 
as 
GENERALIZATION 
a. Some rare materials have 
highly specialized uses. 
b. Some areas are 
particularly rich in a wide 
range of materials. 
c. Natural materials can be 
chemically changed into 
others. 
d. A few others are rich in 
one kind of material and 
poor in others. 
e. There are few rich 
deposits of rare minerals. 
18. Does sentence A imply sentence B? 
1. A. Le nouvel empereur voulut offrir ~ ses sujets 
l'~quivalent des avantages dont jouissaient les Cockneys 
d'Outre-Manche. 
B. Les Cockneys d'Outre-Manche avaient certaines sortes 
d'advantages que le nouvel empereur souhaitait accorder 
~ ses sujets. 
2. A. Au sein de notre soci~t~. des categories entieres 
I 
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essaient de r~sister aux bouleversements qu'apporte le 
' . progres technique. 
B. Les changements apportent des progr~s techniques. 
19. Establish the correct sequence of events 
1. Elle venait le remercier d'avoir remis le bracelet a la 
police et en ricompense elle lui apportait une grande botte 
de bonbons au chocolat. 
'2. Ill' 1 t l' t/ . . t a rammasse e a pore au comm1ssar1a. 
A / 
3. Lundi soir il a re'5u la visite d'une dame agee. 
I 
4. Samedi dernier, au cours d'une promenade, Pierre a trouve 
un bracelet en or dans la rue. 
5. On a pris en note son nom et son adresse. 
20. Reconstruct the original text from the following. 
I I Il l'a ramasse / et en recompense elle lui apportait / son nom 
et son adresse. / Lundi soir il a re~u / une grande botte de 
bonbons au chocolat. / Samedi dernier, au cours d'une 
promenade, Pierre a trouv~ / le bracelet a la police / et l'a 
port~ au commissariat. / Elle venait le remercier d'avoir 
remis / un bracelet en ou dans la rue. On a pris en note / la 
/\ / 
visite d'une dame agee. 
21. Read the text, then answer the questions which follow 
Samedi dernier, au cours d'une promenade, Pierre a trouve un 
bracelet en ou dans la rue. 
, I I Il 1 a ramasse et l'a porte au 
commissariat. On a pris en note son nom et son adresse. 
Lundi soir il a re~u la visite d'une dame ~gee. Elle venait 
\ 
la remercier d'avoir remis le bracelet a la police et en 
r~compense elle lui apportait une grande bo1te de bonbons au 
chocolat. 
I 
1. Qu'est-ce que Pierre a ramasse? 
2. Quand la dame est-elle venue? 
3. Pour qui ~taient les bonbons au chocolat? 
22. Read the passage and complete tables 1 and 2. 
A COMPUTER SYSTEM 
A computer system is made up of a number of interconnected 
I> 
II 
11 
I 
I 
Table 2 
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systems. The heart of the compu ter is the central processor 
(c.p. ). An input devi ce converts information into electronic 
pulses and passes the programme and the data into the c.p .. 
The c.p. performs the necessary calculation~ and controls the 
input and output units. The c .p. is divided into three parts. 
The memory unit stores the data and the programme. The 
control unit selects data and instructions from the memory unit, 
interprets them. and control s the calculations. The 
arithmetic unit adds, subtracts, and compares data. The 
output device converts electronic pulses back into information 
and presents the information to the user. 
system 
---------------[::::::::::::]----------------
s ubsystem subsystem s ubsystem 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBSYSTEM / UNIT FUNCTION 
---------------------------------------- ----------------------------
input devi ce 1. converts 
information into 
~lectronic pulses 
2. 
'" 
ll 
memory unit 
output device 
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1. performs calculations 
2. 
stores data and the program 
- ------------------------------------------
-- -----------------------------------------------
1 . 
2. presents information to the 
user 
----------------------------------~-----------------------------------
23. The following passage has six paragraphs. The titles of the 
paragraphs _are given below. Write an appropriate title for 
each paragraph. 
COFFEE 
The preparation of the drink 
Description of the plant 
Historical development 
Location of coffee-producing areas 
Uses 
Physiological effects 
1 ... 
The coffee plant is a small tree. It has dark green leaves and 
small white flowers which produce small red fruits. 
2 ... 
The drink originated 1n Arabia and was drunk there before the 
thirteenth century. During th~ seventeenth century it spread 
rapidly and became a popular drink in many countries. It is 
I 
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still the most popular drink in many parts of the world today. 
3 ... 
It is grown in an area at about 20 degrees on either side of 
the equator. It can be grown from sea level to about 2,000 
metres, but the highest quality of coffee is produced at about 
1,500 metres. It needs an average temperature of about 77 
degrees (F) and an annual rainfall of 1 to 2 metres. 
4 ... 
Express coffee is made by forcing steam through specially 
roasted coffee. In many places chicory is added to give 
strength and colour. In some countries a cup of coffee takes 
a long time to prepare, but instant coffee is becoming popular. 
5 ... 
Coffee does not normally have any bad effects. It can have 
bad effects, however, if it is drunk in large quantities. It 
always has a stimulating effect on the central nervous system. 
6 ... 
Besides its importance as a drink, the oil from the fruit is 
used to make soap, paint, and shoe polish. 
24. Read the paragraph and answer the question 
In present-day technology man makes tremendous demands on the 
materials available to him. The demand is not only for huge 
quantities of materials such as timber, concrete, steel, and 
plastics for constructional purposes. It is also for smaller 
but crucial amounts of materials which are less easily 
obtainable. Materials such as uranium and titanium do not 
exist in large quantities but they possess unusual properties 
which make them essential for certain highly specialized uses. 
I 
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Which of the following statements best summarizes the paragraph? 
a. Man needs large quantities of all important materials. 
b. Some materials are available only in large quantities, but 
other materials are essential in small quantities. 
c. Some materials are common and are needed in large quantities, 
while others are rare and are needed in small quantities. 
d. Man needs small quantities of all essential materials. 
25. The following passage contains comparisons between: 
different types of teaching machines 
different types of programmes 
teaching machines and conventional classrooms. 
Find out whether it gives the advantages or disadvantages of 
teaching machines in comparison with conventional classrooms. 
There are different types of teaching machines. 
from simple boxes with one knob which the pupil 
They range 
turns, to 
complex computers. One of the first teaching machines was 
Pressey's machine of 1927. For each question four possible 
answers were presented; the learner had to choose the correct 
one (1) by pressing a button. Other machines are similar to 
Pressey's but have more possible answers. (2) In one, a pupil 
who gives the correct answer receives a piece of chewing gum. 
1. What did the learner have to choose? 
2. The number of answers is a similarity or 
difference? 
1. What two extreme types of teaching machines are mentioned? 
The value of these teaching machines depends very much on the 
value of the programmes they contain. There are two main 
types of programmes - linear and branching. A linear 
programme consists of a series of small steps. When the 
learner has mastered one step, he or she goes to the next. (3) 
All students therefore work through the same sequence. In a 
" 
Ii 
1! 
I 
,, 
.I 
.1 
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branching programme, however, different students may be 
exposed to different material. (4) A student who gives an 
incorrect answer receives an explanation of hi s or her mistake. 
The two types of programmed l ea rning differ fundamentally in 
their attitude to errors. Linear programmes avoid error while 
branching programmes use errors to help the student learn. 
3. What does the student go to? 
4. In what type of programme do students 
cover the same material ? 
2. Complete the following diagram to show the differences in 
the method used by the programmes described. 
--------------
... programme 
1---------------
[------------] ... programme 
-------------
---------------
----------------
correctly 
--------------
student moves 
to next step 
-------------
-------------] l student 
------------ ) 
rtudent answers}-------------
incorrectly [: _____ ---------] . . . 
-------------
In what other ways are the two types of programme different? 
Teaching machines have been successful in many areas of 
education - in some cases they have replaced teachers and 
conventional courses. The advantage of a teaching machine 
(and its programme) (5) lies in the skilful breakdown and 
organization of a course into a series of steps . With a 
teaching machine the individual student is responsible for 
his / her own learning while in a c lass the learning is 
I 
I 
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controlled by the teacher. A machine forces students to be 
more active than they are in an ordinary classroom, where a 
pupil has for most of the time a passive role. (6) Machines 
also free teachers from routine work and enable them to spend 
time on more creative work. And unlike an ordinary teacher, 
teaching machines do not get tired or impatient. (7) 
5. This is an advantage in comparison with what? 
6. In which situation does the student have a 
passive role? 
7. What does the writer imply about teachers? 
(Note that examples 11, 17, and 25 are derived from material 
to be found in Reading and Thinking in English, Teacher's 
Edition.Oxford University Press, 1980). 
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Appendix 3: 
Underwood (1984) describes characteristics of communicative 
CAL: (1) Acquisition practice focuses on using forms to communicate, 
thus no drill; (2) grammar is implicit; (3) original utterances are 
used rather than manipulation of prefabricated language; (4) does not 
1
1 try to judge and evaluate everything; ( 5) avoids tel 1 ing the student 
11 "wrong"; (6) does not try to "reward" the student with messages of 
II 
'i 
I 
" 
I I 
congratulation, lights, bells, whistles, etc; (7) does not try to be 
"cute"; (8) uses only target language; (9) is flexible; (10) allows 
the student to explore the subject; (11) offers an environment in which 
usage of the target language is natural; (12) never tries to do things 
that a book could do; and (13) is fun. 
... 
• 
I 
Appendix 4: 
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(Robinson, 1985, p.81) 
Hypothesis: Integrated material vs. non-integrated material 
New item · Use of reflexive pronoun (se) with plural forms 
Review · Telling time 
New vocab banarse 
abrigo 
acostarse 
colegio 
Example : Experimental Group 
desayunar 
"La vida diaria de Rosi y Gabriela" 
"Estas dos chicas viven en Burgos, una ciudad en Espana. Se llaman 
Rosi y Gabriela. Son hermanas. Rosi tiene 13 anos. Gabriela tiene 
15 ... Las hermanas se levantan a las seis y media. A las siete menos 
cuarto, se banan. Despu~s, se ponen el uniforme ... Se ponen el abrigo 
para salir, porque hace fr{o en Burgos ... Por la noche, Rosi y 
Gabriela se cepillan los dientes." 
(Translation: The Daily Life of Rosi and Gabriela 
These two girls live in Burgos, a city in Spain. Their names are Ros i 
and Gabriela. They are sisters. Rosi is 13 years old. Gabriela is 
15 ... The sisters get up at six thirty. At a quarter to seven they 
take a bath. Afterwards, they put on their uniforms ... They put on 
their coats to go out, because it is cold in Burgos ... At night, Rosi 
and Gabriela brush their teeth.) 
Example: Control Group 
"Rosi y Gabriela se ponen la ropa para ir a la escuela. Los hombres 
se levantan a las seis y media. Roberto y su hermano se banan por la 
noche. Los chicos se ponen el abrigo para salir. Por la noche, las 
muchachas se cepillan los dientes." 
(Translation) 
''Rosi and Gabriela get dressed to go to school. 
The men get up at six thirty. 
! 
! 
I 
I 
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Roberto and his brother take a bath at night. 
The children put on their coats to go out. 
At night, the girls brush their teeth." 
-
' 
I 
· Append ix 5: 
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(Robinson, 1985, p.85) 
Hypothesis: Meaningful practice vs. manipulative practice 
New item Stem-changing verbs in the reflexive 
Review · Refl exive ME / TE / SE 
Non-reflexi ve stem-changing verbs 
New vocab divertirse 
despertarse 
divertido 
rapidamento 
Example : Experimental Group 
"Roberto: Tengo problemas con mi s clases . 
• Rosi : c Que pasa? 
dormirse 
grave 
Roberto: Me siento en la clase de algebra, y !pum! !me duermo! 
Rosi : iTe duermes en la clase! 
Roberto: Si. Me despierto al final, cuando termina la clase." 
(Translation: 
Roberto: I'm having problems with my classes. 
Rosi : What's the matter? 
Roberto: I sit down in algebra class, and boom! I fall asleep. 
Rosi : You fall asleep in Class! 
Roberto: I wake up at the e nd, when the class 1s over.) 
Example .: Control Group 
"Me siento en la clase de espafiol." 
"Roberto se acuesta en la coma." 
"Tu note duermes en la clase." 
"Me divierto mucho en la clase de m6sica." 
"Yo me acuesto a las dace." 
(Translation: 
"I sit down in Spanish class." 
"Roberto goes to bed in his bed." 
"You don't fall asleep in class ." 
"I go to bed at twelve." 
.. 
I 
: 
I 
I 
I 
Appendix 6: 
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(Robinson, 1985, p.78) 
Hypothesis: Known other vs. anonymous other 
New item Reflexive with SE (third person singular) 
New vocab afeitadora 
cuarto de bano 
llamarse 
Example : Experimental Group 
afeitarse 
espejo 
mirarse 
"Estamos en la casa de otra persona muy popular. 
barba 
levantarse 
vanidoso 
La persona se 
llama Prince. Prince trabaja por la noche. Por eso, se levanta muy 
, 
tarde. Va a cuarto de bano. Es muy vanidoso tambien. Por eso, se 
mira mucho en el espejo." 
(Translation: We are in the house of another very popular person. 
The persons name is Prince. Prince works at night. So he gets up 
very late. He goes to the bathroom. He is also very vain. For this 
reason, he looks at himself in the mirror a lot.) 
• 1. c Donde estamos? ( Where are we?) 
2. 2 Es vanidoso? (Is he vain?) 
3. ~ A donde Pr i nee? ( Where does Pr i nee go?) 
Example : Control Group 
"Estamos en la casa de otra persona muy popular. 
Manuel trabaja por la noche. 
La persona se 
Por eso, se llama Manuel Ortega. 
leventa muy tarde. Va al cuarto de bano. Es muy vanidoso tambi~n." 
(Translation is exactly as above, with Manuel Ortega substituted every 
time the name "Prince" appears.) 
... 
I 
' 
' 
1, 
I 
II 
I 
Appendix 7: 
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(Robinson, 1985, p.82) 
Hypothesis · Emotion (humor) vs. non-emotion 
New item Reflexive ME (recognition / production), TE 
(recognition) 
New vocab · anuncio limpiarse champan pensar chiste 
sofa cuchillo cepillo sopa pelo pijama 
champu jabon 
Example : Experimental Group 
. / Jamon 
For the experimental group, the day's activities started with the 
following questions, accompanied by graphics, illustrating the subject, 
(the questions were briefly answered in a conversational way) 
. 
~Te lavas el pelo con champu o con champan? 
(Do you wash your hair with shampoo or champagne?) 
2Y te lavas con jambn o con mabdn? 
(And do you wash with jam or with soap?) 
~y te sientas en el sofa o en la sopa? 
(Do you sit down on the sofa or on a soap?) 
Example : Control Group 
The control group, (non-humorous) had two boys talking together, 
with one boy intervi~wing the other, asking questions such as the 
following: 
• C Te lavas el pelo con champu? 
(Do you wash your hair with shampoo?) 
2Te banas con aqua calients? 
(Do you bathe with hot water?) 
~Te sientas en el sofa para ver la televisi6n? 
(Do you sit on the sofa to watch television?) 
r 
II 
• 
1, 
Appendix 8: 
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(Robinson, 1985, p.90) 
Hypothesis Choosing passage from menu vs. no choice of 
passage 
New item Regular preterite of -AR verbs (plural forms; 
reflexive (for recognition only) 
Review 
New vocab 
· Regular preterite of -AR verbs (singular forms) 
Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4 
----- ----- ----- -----
concierto cueva ci ta piscina 
incluso cancion incluso toallas 
escenario torre cancion 
--------Old-AR verbs common to all 4 stories:-----
Example 
bajar 
cantar 
tocar 
llegar 
mirar 
tomar 
Experimental Group 
pasar 
sentarse 
"In this exercise you will read a story in the past tense and then 
answer questions about it. 
First, you get to choose the story. Read through the 
following titles, then select by typing the number of the one you want 
to read . 
1. Un concierto de "rock" (A rock concert) 
2. Cuatro "yanquis" en Madrid (Four yankees in Madrid) 
3. Mi primera cita (My first date) 
4. Una semana en Hawaii (A week in Hawaii) 
11 (After the student selects a story number, the vocabulary screen, and 
II 
questions given to the student will relate specifically to that story.) 
Example Control Group 
(Automatically gets the second reading, "Cuatro yanquis en Madrid.") 
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Appendix 9: (Robinson, 1985) 
Hypothesis 
New items 
Problem-solving activity vs. non-problem-solving 
Locative prepositions 
New vocab : delante de / detras de 
debajo de I encima de 
bicicleta 
Teaching strategy 
dentro de 
Both groups: The computer "draws" a picture of a house, 
entre 
identifying each new object as it is drawn by means of a sentence with 
a locative preposition ("La bicicleta esta delante del arbol"). The 
bicycle is under the tree. This is followed by a set of true-false 
comprehension questions on the location of the objects. 
Experimental group: The picture is now scrambled and the student 
is given the problem of unscrambling answering multiple choice 
questions about where the objects should appear. Providing the 
correct answers causes the object to return to its proper place. 
Control group: The picture is as before. The student must merely 
answer multiple choice questions concerning the location of the objects. 
There is no problem to solve, only straightforward questions to answer. 
Example · Experimental Group 
The students in this group were shown a scrambled picture for this 
: activity, with all the same objects that had appeared in the original 
1! ! picture, but now all in different places (the dog on top of the house, 
By selecting the the plane under the tree, the car behind the house). 
correct answer to a multiple-choice question, the student makes the 
object appear in its correct location. 
"l. El carro debe estar ... the car should be ... 
I 
a .... detras de la casa behind the house 
' 
I 
i 
I 
I 
' 
I 
1, 
b. 
C. 
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delante de la casa 
encima de la casa 
in front of the house 
on top of the house" 
Example : Control Group 
The students are shown the same picture as before, and asked to select 
the sentence which describes the correct location of each object: 
"1. El carro esta The car is ... 
a. 
b. 
c. 
detr~s de la casa behind the house 
delante de la casa in front of the house 
encima de la casa on top of the house 
l 
I 
I 
.• 
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Appendix 10: (Robinson, 1985) 
Hypothesis: Answer-judging hypothesis 5 (recycling of missed 
items) 
New item Choosing the right reflexive pronoun (me / te / se) 
Review item : Weather terms with HACER 
New vocab: quitarse 
gafas de sol 
Teaching strategy 
sueter zapatos 
impermeable 
Both group: New material is presented by means of visuals with 
text commenting on the particular types of clothing which are worn in 
different kinds of weather. Practice for all groups consists of a 
fill-in exercise requiring the students to type in the correct form of 
the verbs PONER or QUITAR and the appropriate reflexive pronoun (ME, 
TE or SE). Treatments differ only in the form of answer-judging / 
error feedback. 
Answer-judging group differ in the manner in which missed material 
is recycled. Treatment after the first mistrial is identical for all 
four groups: the program responds with "~ Como?'' and the student tries 
again. After the second mistrial, the correct answer is given. 
If 
missed again, the missed form is then recycled in four different ways: 
AJ group 1: Immediate repetition of same item. 
The same item is repeated immediately following the second 
mistrial. 
AJ group 2: Immediate repetition of parallel item. 
A parallel item (same form, different context) is given 
following the second mistrial. 
AJ group 3: Repetition of missed items together at the end. 
Missed items are stored, then repeated at the end of the 
I 
I 
- . i 
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exercise. 
AJ group 4: Repetition of mi ssed items at random intervals. 
Missed items are stored and repeated at random intervals 
during the exercise. 
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Appendix 11: (Robinson, 1985, Crosscultural Understanding, p. 3 7-40) 
In a bilingual Teacher Training Programme at the University of 
Santa Clara, students were instructed to create one integrated unit of 
work for Spanish Language Arts in which various exercises focus e d on 
different reading skills, including; decoding, voacbulary development, 
sentence writing, story comprehension / analysis. One student was 
interested in teaching the sound / t / , through a syllabic approach 
(ta / te / ti / to / tu), to second and third grade students. She wrote her 
own story in Spanish about a timid toad, named Tito, who lived in the 
town of Tabachin. Although Tito was timid, he was helpful to his 
neighbours. In the course of the story, the toad was chased through a 
tunnel by a terrible tiger, but he was helped by the wise men of the 
village. 
Lesson one -- decoding: letter recognition and production through 
modeling, copying and matching exercises 
1. Teacher reads the first paragraph of the story 
2. Teacher shows students a photograph of a toad 
3. Students draw their own toad and write the word, "toad," 
beneath it, underlining the / t / . 
4. Teacher writes the first paragraph on the board and the 
students copy it. 
5. Students circle each / t / in the paragraph. Then the students 
underline each syllable / ta / that they find. 
6. Students write a list of all words containing the syllable / ta / . 
The same method is used to recognize the syllables / te / , / ti / , 
/ to / , / tu / . 
7. Students interview a student who has a syllable with / t / in 
his / her name. Interviewer must use at least three words 
beginning with / t / from the story. 
8. Students select one word from the paragraph, e.g. timido 
(timid). Students divide words into syllables, and make all 
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the vowel combinations possible with each consonant: 
ta te ti to tu 
ma me m1 mo mu 
da de di do du 
9. Students make as many words as possible by combining the above 
syllables. 
Lesson two -- vocabulary development: exercises 
1. Teacher reads entire story, showing illustrations. 
2. Class is divided into three teams. Each team plays the toad, 
tiger or wise men going through the tunnel. Teacher writes 
the name of each team on the board, and students stand in 
front of name for their team. There is one tunnel for each 
team. The team to get through the tunnel first wins. The 
objective is to extend the vocabulary by developing a list of 
characteristics for each story character represented by each 
team. Before going through the tunnel, each student must 
think of a characteristics of the person or animals he / she is 
playing. 
3. Teacher writes the characteristics of each character on the 
board, beneath the team name. Students copy the list and 
underline or circle various syllables as instructed by the 
teacher, e.g. circle all the syllables with / ta / ; underline 
all the syllables with /mi / . 
4. Teacher develops a grid containing the words generated by the 
students. Students find and circle the following words, given 
below in Spanish. 
tunel 
topo 
pueblo 
tigre 
triste 
cobarde 
son 
.timido 
Tabachin 
Lesson three 
tiene 
todo 
t u n 
0 i V 
p u e 
0 s r 
t i C, C) 
r w u 
i k e 
s 0 Il 
t 1 z 
e n a 
e 1 
q r 
b 1 
n p 
r e 
u p 
d r 
V s 
a u 
d 1 
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tapar 
comida 
0 X f 
d j t 
0 V i 
t 1 m 
a b i 
p C d 
a b 0 
r d 0 
s t r 
n1 0 C 
n 
e 
t 
a 
b 
a 
C 
h 
i 
n 
verguenza 
casa 
sentence writing: exercises 
1. Students put story sentences into correct order by cutting out 
and rearranging the words. 
Example: a was timid toad 
Response: Tito was a timid toad. 
Student~ check their 2. Teacher puts correct order on the board. 
work, match and reponder if necessary, and copy correctly. 
Each group is given line 3. Class is divided into four groups. 
drawning of·the story illustrations without captions. Each 
group writes sentences to describe what is going on in the 
picture, and colours the illustrations. 
4. Each group shows an illustration and reads caption, placing 
the illustration and caption on the bulletin on chalk board. 
Class puts the illustrations and captions in order until the 
story completed. 
5. Each student selects a word from the story and develops 
his / her own story, or teacher begins a sentence with words 
from the story and students cbmplete, e.g. "One time I felt 
timid because ... " 
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Lesson four -- story comprehension: exercises 
1. Descriptive phase: teacher reads story; asks factual questions 
to test comprehension; e.g., "What was Tito?, What was he like?, 
Where did he live?" etc. 
2. Interpretive phase: teacher asks students to interpret 
feelings of characters in particular situations throughout the 
story; e.g., "How do you think the wise men felt when they 
were trapped in the tunnel? Have you ever been trapped 
anywhere? How would you feel?" 
3. Critical phase: teacher asks students to offer different 
solutions and points of view to the story, e.g., "Why do you 
think the wise men were able to finally trap the tiger? What 
do you think would have happened if the toad did not want to 
help his neighbours?" 
4. Creative phase: one of the previous captions developed by 
students is given to each student without any illustration; 
class learns to make slides; each student makes a slide to 
give his / her own interpretation of the caption. (Jennifer Wood) 
While each of the above lessons changed focus in terms of the 
particular linguistic objective, the topic remained the same -- to 
provide an integrated context and subsequent reinforcement of learning. 
In addition, a variety of modes were used in transmitting and 
acquiring instructional concepts. 
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Appendix 12: (Robinson, 1985, Crosscultural Understanding, p.40-44) 
To counter such a problem, an experimental program was designed 
at the Center for Language and Crosscultural Skills, San Francisco, in 
which cultural concepts and linguistic goals were mutually reinforcing, 
and were reinforced through every program activity. The principles of 
integrated context and multi-modal acquisition were used through a 
one-month intensive language and cultural seminar. The participants 
were Japanese university women, aged 19-21. The seminar was organized 
around four cultural themes: 
1. America, the Great Melting Pot: how ethnic composition 
influences diversity in all dimensions. 
2. American Government: concepts of freedom, responsibility, and 
citizens' rights. 
3. American Technology: scientific achievements and the effects 
of technology on society and communication. 
4. American Sports and Play: how American relate to each other in 
play, from the notion of competition to the new movement 
towards "New Games" and cooperative play. 
Each week a new theme was introduced. A bridge was always built 
between the themes; that is, themes were treated comprehensively. All 
language exercises, academic lectures, on-site workshops and 
sightseeing activities were integrated with each theme, both within 
individual exercises and across all exercises and activities. 
Students responded to each activity intellectually, emotionally, 
physically and artistically. For example, during the week in which 
the theme of technology was introduced, students were introduced to 
pertinent vocabulary and concepts in the language classes. In the 
first language class of the week, students developed a vocabulary list 
of all the uses of technology in their American residence. Then they 
compared these with technological appliances in their Japanese homes. 
In this way a bridge was built from their known experience with 
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technology to the new concepts they were about to explore. Student 
discussion about the relationships between technology and society 
concluded with the idea that Japan is a leader in the production of 
technology, but America is a leader in its implementation for everyday 
home use. Students visited the California wine industry, the 
Exploratorium, the Planetarium, and the Computer Center at the 
Lawrence Hall of Science. Students had to communicate their feelings 
about technology verbally as well as visually in their individual 
scrapbooks and their group art projects. Students also visited the 
Stanford Linear Accelerator and thought about pure scientific research, 
nuclear energy, and the relationship between this and our previous 
theme of government and technology. In language class they studied 
articles about the pros and cons of nuclear energy development. They 
focused on pronunciation, vocabulary, and content, respectively. One 
article dealt with the role of individual responsibility in 
technological development. Then they heard a lecture by the author of 
one article, Bill Perry, former Chief of Public Relations of America's 
largest weapons building laboratory, the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. 
He spoke about very abstract concepts such as the relationship between 
government and technology and empowerment of the individual. To my . 
astonishment, the girls continually interrupted the speaker, debating 
issues, asking questions, asking for clarification. In Japanese 
conversational etiquette, it is improper to interrupt the speaker or . 
to question a person of higher status. However, in previous language 
classes the students had overcome their own cultural inhibition of 
interrupting the speaker and standing out from the group through 
numerous interrupting games. They had also been introduced to the 
concepts that were presented; they had developed the vocabulary, and 
they had developed listening comprehension. During the lecture, some 
cried at the thought of nuclear holocaust and stories of Hiroshima. 
Others argues the economic value of war and the positive benefits of 
nuclear development. These female, literature majors, at first 
uninterested in technology (by self-admission), had now used 
technology in the residence. They had walked through experiments and 
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touched them. initially not understanding one word from their guides. 
Now they found themselves in deep thought and debate with one of 
America's leaders in nuclear disarmament, and they could understand! 
The next language clas~ focused on the relationships between 
science and creativity: "much of what is now scientific truth begins 
as the creative imagination". Within this context, students were 
engaged in the following activities: 
1. Students read an excerpt from a science fiction novel by Kurt 
Vonnegut, Jr., "The Manned Missiles'', in Welcome to the Monkey 
House. First students read the excerpt for understanding 
content. They answered factual questions to check 
comprehension. Then students read particular passages, 
focusing on specific pronunciation problems. 
2. Each student chose a topic for a science fiction story. The 
topic had to reflect both technology and student imagination. 
Students wrote down their own topic. 
3. Students and teacher moved to the art room. Each student read 
her suggested topic to the class. The class voted on one 
topic to compose a group story about. They chose the topic 
that they were travelling through the fourth dimension, fell 
through a black hole in the universe and arrived at a planet 
just like Earth, but where everything was in reverse! They 
even spoke English, but in reverse. To form the group story, 
each person stopped in the middle of a sentence, usually at a 
conjunction. The roup story was written on the art room wall 
as it was composed. The story below is what resulted: (Each ... 
indicates a different student's contribution.) 
When I made a trip to an unexplored region of India, 
suddenly ... I dropped into the black hole. In the hole I saw 
a light far away, and ... the light pulled me, so I had to go 
far away against my will; therefore ... I entered a strange 
world. I saw some spacemen there and they spoke to me, but I 
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couldn't understand what they said, because ... their language 
was very similar to English, but in reverse. They were very 
familiar to me and ... strangely I was able to understand 
their feelings, but ... when they were happy, they cried and 
when they were sad they laughed. That didn't surprise me; 
however ... when they cried their tears went upward and the 
color of the tears was rose and sweet smelling So I was 
welcomed by the flood of tears. The women who were there wore 
trousers and the men wore skirts, and the women were stronger 
than the man. The men were fighting for equality. There were 
many meetings on men's rights and ... I, as a man, wanted to 
join. However, I was not allowed to join because ... I 
couldn't give birth to children. They talked down. 
4. The students were asked to illustrate the story on the walls 
of the art room. Students continued this part of the project 
throughout the weekend, late into the night. Through 
illustrations of their story, students expressed each of the 
themes they had experienced in America up to that point: 
diversity, government, and technology. However, each theme 
was interpreted and expressed creatively, as a merge between 
their own cultural experience, what they were thinking and 
what they were feeling. 
The resulting story and mural symbolized their own confusion in a 
country where many things were the same as in their own, but in reverse! 
In the story, women, wore trousers, men wore skirts; in the Center's 
program most professors and persons of responsibility were women, in 
contrast to their own country. In the illustration, weaker animals 
were chasing the strong. The Japanese symbol of a woman as a 
Christmas cake which becomes stale soon after Christmas was crossed 
out and replaced by "a bottle of red wine, that improves with age" (a 
phrase they had learned during their trip to the wine country). 
Diversity was expressed through illustrations of men dancing together, 
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expressing their experience visiting San Francisco's diverse ethnic 
and cultural cummunities, such as the gay community. As they began to 
stretch their own cultural boundaries, they wrote, upside down, 
''What'so bad about homosexuality?" Everything was in reverse: apples 
were falling upward from the trees, the Statue of Liberty's lamp was 
upside down: the government themes of ''Liberty, Equality, Fraternity" 
were represented, mirror image and upside down. 
Evaluation of the mural in terms of the objective aspects of the 
themes studied would reckon it trivial, if not irrelevant. Evaluation 
in terms of cultural acquisition on the part of its creators would 
reckon it a success. Even the composition itself expressed a bridge 
to American culture through its eclectic and somewhat controversial 
content, its broad strokes and spacial organization. At a program 
evaluation meeting in Japan, Japanese professors observed the effects 
of cultural acquisition on the participants' behavior. One student 
reported: 
During the questions and answers, we all realized the 
American style in front of all the professors. Once a 
question was asked by a professor, we answered and gave 
out opinions, one after another, without break. We did 
it very naturally. Each of us wanted to say our own 
opinion. But this utterance style surprised the 
profe~sors. One of them said to us, "Within a month 
you gained one of the American styles completely. I'm 
very surprised. I appreciate it" (Nonaka, 1983) 
The professor in charge of the meeting similarly reported: 
All the teachers who attended the meeting were 
impressed with the distinct development in their 
personality as well as the improvement of their 
language ability. They . were willing to talk, their 
responses were so prompt, as they had much to say. The 
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effects of the seminar on them were so great that it 
can be said it resulted in an almost revolutionary 
change in their mind (Shimada, 1983). 
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